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ABSTRACT 

 

 

TONE IN THE MBELIME VERB SYSTEM 

Christina Melick 

Master of Arts 

with a major in 

Applied Linguistics 

The Graduate Institute of Applied Linguistics, June 2012 

 

Supervising professor: Dr. Michael Cahill 

 

This thesis describes the tonal system of verbs in Mbelime (ISO 639-3: mql), a 

Niger-Congo: Gur language spoken in northwestern Benin (Lewis 2009) and provides an 

analysis of this tonal system in Optimality Theory, a constraint-based phonological 

theory. Furthermore, the data is used to evaluate current theories of tone features, 

concluding that a theory which uses a relative register feature cannot accurately account 

for the combination of upstep and downstep that occurs in Mbelime. Although two 

previous works describe tone on Mbelime verbs (Rietkerk 2000; Neukom 2005), they 

disagree on some points of analysis and neither makes full use of autosegmental theory. 

Therefore, this thesis serves to clarify points of disagreement and provide a more 

thorough, theoretically-grounded analysis. Furthermore, Mbelime has three underlying 

tones as well as upstep and downstep, a rare combination of features, so this detailed 

analysis of Mbelime tone will benefit the field of linguistics. 
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Introduction 

 

The primary purpose of this study is to describe the tonal system of verbs in 

Mbelime (ISO 639-3: mql), a Niger-Congo language in the Gur family which is spoken 

in northwestern Benin (Lewis 2009) and to provide an analysis of this tonal system in 

terms of Optimality Theory, a constraint-based phonological model. Furthermore, the 

data will be used to evaluate current theories of tone features with the conclusion that a 

theory which uses a relative register feature cannot accurately account for the 

combination of upstep and downstep that occurs in Mbelime. Although two previous 

works already describe tone on Mbelime verbs (Rietkerk 2000; Neukom 2005), they 

disagree on some points of analysis and neither makes full use of autosegmental theory. 

Therefore, further research is needed to clarify points of disagreement and provide a more 

thorough, theoretically-grounded analysis. Furthermore, Mbelime has three underlying 

tones as well as upstep and downstep. Three tone languages and languages with upstep 

are relatively rare in the world’  language  and in the Gur language ,  o a more detailed 

analysis of Mbelime tone will benefit the field of linguistics and our understanding of 

three-tone languages and upstep systems. 

Chapter 1 of this thesis will give an introduction to the Mbelime language and 

previous research done on the language. Chapter 2 will review the available literature on 

tone in Gur languages and Chapter 3 will review the literature on tone theory. Chapter 4 

describes the Mbelime verb system and Chapter 5 analyzes it using Optimality Theory. 
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1. Background: Mbelime

As stated above, Mbelime is a Niger-Congo language in the Gur family which is 

spoken in northwestern Benin (Lewis 2009), mainly in the Cobly commune, by the 

Bebelibe people. There were approximately 24,500 native speakers in 1991 (Lewis 

2009), but the number i  likely much higher today given Tchegnon and Guidibi’  

(2006:15, 17) report of a population of 46,660 in the Cobly commune, 70% of whom are 

Bebelibe
1
, with a 2.8% growth rate. The body of linguistic literature on Mbelime consists 

of a sociolinguistic survey (Hatfield and McHenry 2011), a phonology sketch (Hammond 

and Hamilton 1997), a grammar sketch (Neukom 2005), and an article on Mbelime verb 

tone (Rietkerk 2000). While the sociolinguistic survey and phonology sketch give almost 

no information on tone, Neukom (2005) and Rietkerk (2000) contain a fair amount of 

discussion of tone. 

Hatfield and McHenry (2011) describe the results of a sociolinguistics survey 

about the Mbelime language conducted in May 1998 by Deborah H. Hatfield, Michael 

McHenry, Dieke Rietkerk, Daniel Bättig, and Trudi Hunt, all researchers working with 

SIL Togo-Benin. Their results are summarized here. There are two major regions where 

Mbelime is spoken. The primary Mbelime-speaking region i  in northwe tern  enin in 

the  obly and  oukoumb   ou -pr fecture  of the Atacora d partement. For a list of 

specific towns and villages, see Hammond and Hamilton (1997:2, 10-11). The  econd 

                                                 
1
 Tchegnon and Guidibi refer to thi  ethnic group a  the  eb rb . 

2
 Translated from original French:  le  article  peuvent  ’a  imiler   la racine  ub tantivale, p. ex. 
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area con i t  of four village  in the  ourgou d partement of  enin and two village  in 

Nigeria. Only speakers in the Atacora region served as informants for the survey. 

Although informants from different location  identified different area  where  pure” or 

 good”  belime i   poken, mo t included the area  urrounding Kountouri. Other areas 

are  een a  having  belime  mi ed” with a neighboring language:  itamari, Nateni, 

Gangam, Gourmantch , or Lama. The only area that seemed to have comprehension 

difficulties with other dialect  i  the  oronti re region, which is one of the southernmost 

Mbelime speaking areas in the Atacora province. This dialect is less prestigious. There 

are local materials available in the language, including primers, booklets on health, 

agriculture, and other topics, and translations of Gospel readings for the three-year cycle 

in the lectionary. There are a number of literacy classes in the region, and Mbelime is 

used extensively in the local church. 

Hammond and Hamilton (1997) is an Mbelime phonology sketch based on five 

months of fieldwork conducted in Cobly, Benin in 1997. It mainly lists the phones and 

phonemes that occur in Mbelime, showing contrast between different phonemes. They 

posit 14 consonantal phonemes and twelve vowel phonemes – seven oral vowels and five 

nasal vowels. They consider long vowels to be a sequence of two identical phonemes. 

The only mention of tone is simply that there are three levels of tone (Hammond and 

Hamilton 1997:26). At the end of the phonology sketch, Hammond and Hamilton 

propose an orthography for Mbelime. Appendix 1 shows consonant and vowel charts 

based on their work. Local literature in Mbelime and Neukom (2005) use the orthography 

proposed by Hammond and Hamilton. Rietkerk seems to mostly follow it except for a 
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few variations in tone marking: she marks low tones, and uses the circumflex diacritic    

for a high-low falling tone. Both Rietkerk and Neukom also use the raised exclamation 

mark 
! 
symbol for downstep. 

Neukom (2005) is an Mbelime grammar sketch based on four weeks of fieldwork 

conducted in Kara, Togo in 2001 with an Mbelime speaker from the village of 

Namounchaga, Benin. Chapter 2 is concerned with phonology: phonemes, syllable 

structure, tone, and phonological processes including nasal assimilation, vowel reduction, 

vowel assimilation, elision, and [h] insertion. The discussion of many of these 

phonological processes is merely a list of specific contexts where the process occurs, like 

 the articles can assimilate to the noun root, i.e.      ɛɛte [tɛ  hɛɛte] ‘ hame’”
2
 (Neukom 

2005:13); it would be nice to formulate these into actual phonological rules. The section 

on tone is much the same: it describes the following processes in broad terms: downstep, 

downdrift, raising, low-spreading, and high-spreading. For example, Neukom says 

 Spreading of high tone  i  alway  progre  ive: a high tone al o affect  the following 

syllable. Here we only discuss the morphemes whose high tones trigger the spreading of 

the high tone to the fir t  yllable of a verb with a mid tone”
3
 (Neukom 2005:22), followed 

by a list of the four particles that cause high-spread. There is no explanation for why only 

these high tones spread, or a rule- or constraint-based analysis showing in what 

environment spreading occurs. 

                                                 
2
 Translated from original French:  le  article  peuvent  ’a  imiler   la racine  ub tantivale, p. ex. 

    ɛɛte [tɛ  hɛɛte] « honte » ”. 
3
 Translated from original French:  La propagation du ton haut e t toujour  progre  ive: un ton 

haut affecte aussi la syllabe suivante. Ici seront discutés les morphèmes dont le ton haut déclenche une  

propagation du ton haut   la premi re  yllabe d’un verbe   ton moyen.”. 
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Chapters 3-7 of Neukom (2005) are the actual grammar sketch. The basic word 

order in Mbelime is SVO with the major exception that object pronouns occur between 

the subject and verb. There are 15 noun classes in Mbelime – seven classes of singular 

nouns, five of plural nouns, and three of non-count nouns. Nouns are marked for class 

with a class suffix and a preposed article that agrees in class with the noun. All verbs 

have one of three aspectual suffixes: imperfective, perfective, or neutral. Tense and other 

aspects are marked with optional pre-verbal particles that occur between the subject and 

the object pronoun or verb. Therefore, the basic sentence structure is: 

(1) Subject        (Pre-verbal particles)          (Object pronoun(s))           Verb        Object 

Within the  ection  on noun  and verb , Neukom li t   tonal cla  e ” for each. 

Nouns have the following seven classes (Neukom 2005:29-30) which are assumed to be 

based on underlying forms, although Neukom does not explicitly differentiate between 

surface and underlying tone: 

H-H  H-L  

M-H M-M M-L 

  L-M L-L 

This means that there are two possible melodies missing: HM and LH. 

The tone classes for verbs are slightly more complex since they are based on the 

tone patterns a verb has in each of the three major aspects (perfective, imperfective, and 

neutral). The nine verbal tone classes will be discussed further below in comparison with 

Rietkerk (2000). 

Rietkerk (2000) and Neukom (2005:118-119) both describe tone on verbs. 

However, a comparison of these two works shows much divergence in the way in which 
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tone is transcribed and analyzed. For example, here is how each transcribed several of the 

same words in their tables of tonal classes of verbs: 

 

 Rietkirk Neukom 

‘pay a debt’ (perfective) p t   p t   

‘tell’ (imperfective) p d m  p d m  

‘sleep’ (perfective)
4
 d   d    

Furthermore, Neukom (2005) and Rietkerk (2000) each list classes of verbs based 

on tone. While some of these classes are the same, or at least very similar, some are 

significantly different. Table 1 below shows a comparison of similar tone classes. The 

tone patterns given by each author for each of the three major aspects are shown, as well 

as the words each gives as examples for that particular tone class. The tone patterns in 

bold are where the two authors differ in transcription. In all of these cases, Neukom has a 

mid tone where Rietkerk has a high tone. 

                                                 
4
 Thi  word wa  not in the table  of tonal cla  e  of verb . Rietkerk’  tran cription come  from an 

e ample  entence (p. 142) and Neukom’  from a table of mono yllabic verb  (p. 113). 
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Table 1: Comparison of Neukom (2005) and Rietkerk (2000) verbal tone classes 

Class N tone PF 

tone 

IPF tone 
Example words 

1- Neukom MH ML MH bɛmmu ‘learn’         b ki ‘go’ 

peta ‘make a detour’ 

IV-Rietkerk M-H M-L M-H b ki ‘go’           daa i ‘laugh’ 

yeeta ‘refu e’ 

2-N MLL HL MH peta ‘li ten’        pedimu ‘tell’ 

  nni ‘a k forgivene  ’ 

II-R HM-L H-L H-H dɛmu ‘lie’         huu i ‘ hout’ 

pedimu ‘ ay’ 

4-N MLM [M!M]
5
 L MLM  u ta ‘ uck’     hakita ‘cleave’ 

pata ‘divide’ 

V-R ML-M [M-!M] L-L ML-M banta ‘wait’     pata ‘divide’ 

pihita ‘open hand’ 

7-N MH HL MH pɛta ‘ urpri e’    kpekita ‘tackle’ 

m nta ‘become red’ 

I-R H-H H-L H-H cata ‘dimini h’     daata ‘ hine’ 

m nta ‘become red’   dɛkita ‘frighten’ 

8-N MLL L MLM [M!M] maadi ‘think’    yu  i ‘arrange’ 

ke i ‘under tand’ 

VII-R ML-L L-L ML-M maadi ‘think’     ke i ‘under tand’ 

cakidi ‘demoli h’ 

9-N L LHL MLL kimu ‘forget’        ‘bring back’ 

pati ‘pay a debt’ 

IX-R L-L L-M ML-L 
pati ‘pay’ 

 

According to the analysis in §4.4, the verb  in Neukom’  cla  e  2 and 7 actually 

have a H instead of a M once one takes upstep into account, which accounts for the 

differences between Neukom and Rietkerk for these verbs.  

Table 2 and Table 3  how each author’  remaining verbal tone classes. Since each 

author gives at most three examples of each class and the tonal patterns are significantly 

different, it is unclear if these classes could be combined, either with each other or with 

the classes listed above. 

                                                 
5
 The downstepped form occurs only on verbs with a CV.CV syllable structure. 
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Table 2: Neukom’  remaining verbal tone cla  e  

Class N PF IPF example words 

3 M ML  ML dee ‘eat’ 

paa ‘give’ 

tomu ‘work’ 

5 MH HL MLL tonta ‘arrive’ 

kuuta ‘enter’ 

 u ta ‘wipe’ 

6 
 

HM HL HM yee ‘draw water’ 

tii ‘vomit’ 

 ii ‘break wind’ 

Table 3: Rietkerk’  remaining verbal tone cla  e  

Class N PF IPF example words 

Ia HM-L (or ML-L) H-H H-L cu ta ‘cut’ 

nimmu ‘run’ 

pitina ‘tie up’ 

III M-H M-H H-L pipu ‘feed’ 

tieni ‘keep’ 

kɛbita ‘begin (month)’ 

IIIa ML-L M-H H-L hemmu ‘cha e’ 

 uudi ‘wear’ 

IVa ML-L M-H M-L yanta ‘draw water’ 

Va ML-L ML-M[M !M] L-L fieta ‘grab’ 

bota ‘chew’ 

VI ML-L ML-M L-M kaahi ‘chop’ 

VIII H-H ML-L H-L  ii i ‘whi tle’ 

Both Neukom and Rietkerk discuss verb tone as if it were replacive grammatical 

tone, although Rietkerk says that the tone found on the neutral form is probably the 

lexical form. It is unclear what she means by this. Her reasons for positing it are that this 

is often the pattern found on corresponding verbal nouns and that it is the pattern found 

when there is no preceding low tone to spread onto the verb. If the neutral were in fact 

the lexical form, it would be preferable to explain the other tone patterns with tonal 

affixes that always attach to the same lexical tone(s) or tone melody. A  it i , Rietkerk’  

verb classes present tone patterns in different aspects more like replacive grammatical 
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tone and with such an extensive replacive grammatical tone system, it is difficult to 

determine which, if any, tones are lexical and which are inflectional. This thesis therefore 

presents further research which is clearly needed to better determine what tonal melodies 

occur on verbs and also presents evidence that the different tone patterns found in 

different aspects are due to lexical tone with tonal affixes rather than replacive 

grammatical tone. 
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2. Review of the Literature: Tone in Gur languages 

Having reviewed the limited literature on Mbelime, we will now look at the 

available literature on other Gur languages. The Gur language family, part of the Niger-

 ongo family, con i t  of about 1   language  (Lewi  2   ) that are  poken in  a belt of 

 avannah e tending through the  outh of  ali, the northern part  of   te d’Ivoire, Ghana, 

Togo, Benin, the greater part of Burkina Faso, and just into Nigeria” (William on & 

Blench 2000:25). Besides the fact that the vast majority have level/register tone systems, 

as opposed to contour tone systems that are more commonly found in Asia, no 

generalizations can be made as to tonal characteristics shared by all Gur languages; 

 analy e  of tone for Gur language  have po tulated  y tem  varying from two-tone-and-

down tep terrace  y tem  to one with four level and two glide tone ” (Naden 1 8 :155). 

However, tone generally has a heavier grammatical than lexical load (Naden 1989:155). 

The tonal systems of the Gur family as a whole are poorly documented (Naden 

1989:155). Out of the thirteen languages in the Oti-Volta group of Gur languages that are 

spoken in Togo or Benin, only two (Moba and Ncam) have published autosegmental 

research. Of the three major works on these two languages, two are in French and the 

most recent was published in 1987. Mbelime is one of the remaining eleven languages in 

this group that does not have published autosegmental research. The Gur family as a 

whole does not fare much better, in my experience. The lack of documentation in English 

makes it difficult for many linguists to access the available research, and there are many 

languages with no published works on tone and even more that have no published 
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autosegmental study. Nevertheless, the remainder of this section will summarize some of 

the available works. 

2.1 Tonal inventories 

There are a number of published phonologies and grammars of Gur languages that 

include at least a minimal (pre-autosegmental) description of tone. Dagaari (Kennedy 

1966; Bodomo 1997; Antilla & Bodomo 2000), Frafra (Schaefer 1975), Hanga (Hunt 

1981), Vagla (Crouch 1985), and Dagbani (Olawsky 1996), among others, are described 

as having two tones and exhibiting downstep. Konkomba (Steele and Weed 1966) and 

Kar (Wichser 1994) are described as having three tones but neither of these works 

discusses downstep or uses autosegmental theory, so it is possible that the mid tone 

would be better analyzed as a downstepped high. More thorough non-autosegmental 

analyses of three-tone languages include Supyire (Carlson 1994), Ditammari (Nicole & 

  rcher 1983), Moba (Russell 1985) and Mbelime (Rietkerk 2000; Neukom 2005). 

More thorough autosegmental analyses exist in a smaller number of languages. 

Three such languages are K nni (Cahill 1992, 2007a), Kabiye (Roberts 2002), and 

Samoma ( edreb ogo 1997). All three have two underlying tones and exhibit downstep.  

To my knowledge, there is only one thorough autosegmental analysis of a three-

tone Gur language: Sucite (Garber 1987). Sucite is a Senufo language, a sub-group of 

Gur languages, and is spoken in Burkina Faso. Garber posits four tonal processes: low 

raising, subregister high tone deletion, low tone spreading, and high delinking. She uses 

Clements’ (1981) model of tone features in her analysis, which has one tone feature 
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dependent on the other. However, there is now a consensus in the literature that each of 

the two features needs to be able to spread independently, so this analysis of Sucite would 

likely be improved by more recent work on tone features such as Snider (1999) or Yip 

(2002). In particular, the analysis of Mid and Mid-low contours would be much 

improved.  Garber (1987) devotes a lot of space to the analysis of words with these two 

tone patterns, and discusses several possible featural specifications in great detail before 

coming to a final analysis. So many possibilities are discussed that it is difficult for the 

reader to discern the best solution. Given the state of tone feature theory at the time when 

thi  di  ertation wa  publi hed, Garber’  analy i  i  quite impre  ive. However, given 

more current theory, the analysis could probably be shortened and clarified. Garber 

speculates that Sucite may have somewhat recently evolved into a three tone system from 

the splitting of L in a two tone system based on several facts. First, there are many more 

words (both nouns and verbs) with H tone than with M or L. Secondly, two processes 

(low raising, subregister high deletion) reduce tonal contrasts in certain environments 

(Garber 1981:61-67).  

2.2 Grammatical function of tone 

Hanga (Hunt 1981), Kar (Wischer 1994), Kabiye (Roberts 2004), K nni (Cahill 

2007a), Buli (Schwarz 2000), Mbelime (Rietkerk 2000), Nateni (Neukom 1995), Moba 

(Russell 1985) and Ncam (Cox 1998) have at least one TAM category that is at least 

partially marked by tone. Hanga marks tense with segmental and tonal material. In Kar, 

tonal prefixes are added for potential, perfective, imperfective, imperative and for a non-
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final position in a serial construction which result in further changes to the verb root, 

although the changes caused by NP objects supersede the tonal prefixes. The rest of the 

languages listed above use tone in marking aspect. K nni also marks conditionals with a 

high tone. 

Many of the sources for the languages listed here say that aspect is marked by 

tone, but do not describe precisely how this happens. Others describe the changes, but the 

analysis leaves much to be desired. For example, Cox gives a complex analysis of Ncam 

verbal tone, claiming that the tone on the first syllable remains constant and the tone on 

the second changes according to aspect and other grammatical features. She organizes 

verbs into classes with different tonal patterns, and gives unusual explanations for these 

patterns (i.e. the second tone is one tone higher than the base tone). It seems that perhaps 

an analysis using tone features and/or tonal suffixes would be helpful in explaining the 

various patterns in Ncam. A somewhat similar approach is used in Nateni (Neukom 

1995) and Mbelime (Rietkerk 2000; Neukom 2005).  

Roberts (2002) and Cahill (2007a) give more thorough analyses of the use of tone 

in verbal inflection for Kabiye and K nni, respectively. For example, Roberts (2002) 

analyzes Kabiye as follows. All of the verbs can be shown to have the same segmental 

markings for inflectional categories (2002:38). However, they each belong to one of three 

tonal classes which each have a distinct lexical tone melody (L, H, or HL) which is based 

on the melody of the imperative (2002:40). The segmental suffixes are toneless and 

undergo dissimilation in tone such that a suffix surfaces as L if there is an H in the root 

and it surfaces as H otherwise (2002:50). Kabiye has a floating L prefix for simple 
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inaccomplished-past, descriptive aspect, and the infinitive and a floating H prefix for the 

simple inaccomplished-present. There is no tonal prefix for the accomplished aspect 

(2002: 51).
6
 

Several languages also have a tonal associative marker. These languages include 

K nni (Cahill 2007a), Moore (Peterson 1971), Senoufo (Mills 1984), Dagbani (Goad 

1988), Moba (Russell 1985) and probably Samoma ( edreb ogo 1997). The associative 

marker generally occurs between the possessed noun and the possessor noun in an 

associative (possessive) construction (Cahill 2000). In Moba, a three-tone language, the 

associative marker is a Mid tone that  i  in erted between the two noun , being attached 

phonetically to the fir t” (Ru  ell 1 85:180):
7
 

(2) /kpaal  piiog/  k pa:l
ə
p

ç
iok

h
] the farmer’   heep( ) 

LL M LL 53    3 56 

farmer poss sheep (Russell 1985:180)
8
 

2.3 Tonal processes 

There are several common tonal processes among Gur languages. The most 

common is downstep. Most discussions of downstep are of two-tone languages. 

However, (Snider 1998) is an instrumental study of downstep in Bimoba, a three-tone 

                                                 
6
 These categories are more or less equivalent to the following names commonly used in other Gur 

languages: imperfective/incompletive (inaccomplished), neutral, narrative, connective (descriptive), 

perfective, completive (accomplished). 
7
 Apparently, some dialects differ as to whether this marker is truly a tonal morpheme or whether 

the M tone is associated to the clitic ya (Russell 1985: 181). 
8
 In the phonetic pronunciation, Russell uses 1 as a high tone, 3 as mid tone, and 5 as a low tone, 

with 6 being  lower than an uninfluenced L tone” (1 85:173-4). 
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Gur language. This study shows that downstep is properly accounted for in the 

phonological component rather than the phonetic component, and that  imoba’  Mid 

tone is what is called Mid1 in Register Tier Theory based on its phonetic realization and 

phonological behavior. Crucially, Mid is phonetically equivalent to downstepped High 

and causes downstep on following Highs but is not itself downstepped by preceding 

Lows. 

Spreading is another common tonal process in Gur languages. Low tone spreading 

is described in Hanga (Hunt 1981), Kabiye (Roberts 2003, 2004), and Buli (Akanlig-Pare 

1997; Schwarz 2003). K nni (Cahill 1992, 2007a) exhibits high tone spreading. Several 

pre-autosegmental descriptions of tonal processes would likely be analyzed as high tone 

spreading if they used autosegmental theory, including Moore (Kinda 1997) and Vagla 

(Crouch 1985). 

Som  (1998) examines consonant interaction with spreading in the tonal  y tem  

of three dialect  of  agara. In the Wule dialect, voiced ob truent  are  opaque”, meaning 

they do not allow tone  preading, while all other con onant  are  tran parent”, and do 

allow high tone  preading from left to right. Som  po it  a  con onantal low tone” that 

blocks this spreading on the opaque consonants. The Lobr dialect does not have any tone-

consonant interaction, but spreading is only allowed from a high-toned verb to a low 

toned verb when the following word is L, resulting in a HHL pattern. If the third word i  

H, there i  no tone  pread, and the re ulting pattern i  HLH. Som  i  not clear about 

whether this is a wider pattern in the language, or if it only occurs with two coordinated 

verbs. The third dialect, Birfuor, shows no tone-consonant interactions or anything like 
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the interactions in Lobr. These interesting patterns do not seem to be widespread within 

the language family. 

Some Gur languages have morphemes with polar tone or dissimilation. An 

influential article on polarity is Kenstowicz et al. (1988) which describes a polar noun 

class in Moore and Lama. Cahill (2006) suggests some modifications to Kenstowicz et 

al’  analy i  and di cu  e  polarity and di  imilation in  everal other Gur language . 

Olawsky (1996) analyzes the infinitive prefix (a syllabic nasal) as having polar tone 

except when the root has an H-L or L-H pattern, in which case it takes the first tone of the 

root. This analysis seems suspect without further explanation of why the prefix does not 

exhibit polarity with these two tonal melodies. Roberts (2004:4) analyzes all TAM 

 uffi e  a  tonele  , and claim  that they  urface  with a L tone if the root contains a H 

tone, and H otherwise”. Although many apparent occurrences of polarity can be analyzed 

as dissimilation, Cahill (2010) argues that K nni’  Noun  la   1 plural  uffi  i  a ca e of 

true polarity. The following chart summarizes the differences between the two processes: 

Table 4: Dissimilation vs. polarity (adapted from Schuh 1978 and Hyman & Schuh 1974) 

 Dissimilation  Polarity 

a. Scope  A general phonological process Affects a very limited set of morphemes 

b. Input Identical adjacent tones in the 

input 

Unspecified tone for the relevant 

morpheme 

c. Process A tone is changed A tone is inserted or inserted if needed 

Robert  de cribe  a proce   called  vertical a  imilation”(2  4:2) or  HLH 

plateauing” (2  3) . He attribute  the following definition to L bika a (1   :1 2):  A L 

tone, when singly linked between two H tones, de-links. The second H tone (with its 
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lowered register because of downstep) spreads left.” The  ame proce   occur  in   nni; 

Cahill (2007a:321-3) attributes this to a *HLH constraint.  

Interestingly, Issah (1993:65-66) describes the results of a similar configuration in 

 agbani u ing Snider’  (1   ) two-tiered structure of tone (cf. §3.3 for an overview of 

this theory). The whole first High tone spreads rightward, delinking the Low. Then, the l 

register of the floating Low is associated to the final High, delinking its h register. This 

results in two High syllables followed by a ML contour tone on the final syllable: 

(3) [7       7   k] 

pag pegu ‘woman’  ba ket’ (I  ah 1  3:65) 

 

Upstep, or at least some type of raising process, has been described in a few Gur 

languages. Schwarz (2003) describes upstep of low tones in Buli. Nicole &   rcher 

(1983) describe what seems to be terracing upstep of high tones in Ditammari. Neukom 

(2005) also describes a H-raising process in Mbelime. Both Mbelime and Ditammari are 

members of the Eastern Oti-Volta group of languages, which may indicate that a feature 

of languages in this group is to have both upstep and downstep. However, the existing 

studies of Mbelime and Ditammari do not use autosegmental theory and are not detailed 

enough to determine if these are true upstep languages. 
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2.4 Conclusion 

This brief survey of the literature has revealed that downstep and tone spreading 

are the most common tonal processes among Gur languages and established that tone is 

often used for both lexical functions and grammatical functions like aspectual marking 

and as an associative morpheme. It also shows that there is much need for further 

description of these languages and for autosegmental analyses of their tonal systems. In 

particular, three-tone languages and languages with apparent upstep are relatively rare in 

this language family and in the languages of the world, so analyses of these languages 

potentially have much to offer the field of linguistics and more specifically the study of 

tone theory, which is the next topic of discussion. 
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3. Review of the literature: tone theory 

The most significant development in tone theory was the introduction of 

auto egmental phonology, fir t propo ed in Gold mith’  1 76 di  ertation. In 

autosegmental phonology, tones are organized on a separate tier from segments in 

phonological representations. Autosegmental phonology was proposed as a solution for 

several problems related to tone: representation of contour tones, tone preservation, 

certain tonal patterns that are only comprehensible when separated from tone bearing 

units, floating tones, and across-the-board tone changes. This paper assumes a basic 

understanding of these issues and autsegmental phonology, but for a good overview see 

Odden (1995) or Snider (1999:1-20). 

More recently, a primary issue in tone theory has been the structure of tone. Tone 

is generally analyzed as having at least two features, although many times features are 

irrelevant to a specific discussion so tones are treated as simple H, M, and L atomic 

tones. Tone features were proposed mainly as a solution for downstep and upstep in 

African languages and the complex tone sandhi patterns of contour tones in Chinese (and 

other Asian) languages. The exact features needed for tone and their configuration are 

still debated, although the model proposed in Yip (2002) is cited the most often. In this 

paper, we will look closely at three major proposals for the structure of tone ((Bao 1999), 

(Snider 1999), and (Yip 2002)) before moving on to the analysis of three tonal processes: 

downstep, upstep, and spreading. The final section will discuss the analysis of mid tone 

in three-tone languages. For more detailed discussion of other proposals for tonal 
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features/geometry and their weaknesses, see Bao (1999:10-44), Yip (2002:52-56), and 

Snider (1999:149-160). 

3.1 Bao (1999) 

Bao (1999) is meant primarily as a description of tonal structure in the  contour 

tone language ” found mainly in A ia which he con ider  to be fundamentally different 

from the  level tone language ” of Africa (1999:201). We will return to this discussion at 

the end of the section. 

(Bao 1999) defines the tonal features register (r) and contour (c) with binary 

articulatory features of the vocal cords: [stiff] and [slack], respectively. I will refer to this 

as the Register-Contour (RC) model. He says that these features are functionally 

equivalent to Yip’  (1 8 , 1 8 ) feature  [upper] and [raised], respectively. These two 

features can combine to produce up to four level tones and also connect tone to the 

features governing consonant voicing to explain the influence consonant voicing has been 

observed to have on tone, namely that voiced segments lower the pitch of following 

vowels in some languages. These features are organized into the following geometry, in 

which the features [stiff] and [slack] are associated to a register (r) and contour (c) node, 

respectively: 
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(4) RC geometry of tone: 

 

However, Yip (2002:58) points out some problems with these features related to the role 

of the cricothyroid in both vocal cord stiffening and slackening, as well as the connection 

between tone and voicing. These issues are not particularly relevant to a phonological 

analysis of Mbelime tone since the features needed for a phonological analysis can be 

discussed and used without specifying their exact articulatory basis and consonants do 

not have any effect on tone in Mbelime. Therefore, we will leave these questions to other 

scholars. 

The contour node may have a single specification or a sequence of at most two 

specifications such that a rising contour tone would have the following configuration: 

(5) Contour tone:  

 

In the RC model, the contour node is limited to two branches. Bao claims that the 

concave and convex tones found in some Asian languages are a surface phenomenon. 

This claim is based on their sandhi behavior, which we will not go into here. Meanwhile, 

the register may have only a single specification (Bao 1999:3) and the tone-bearing unit 
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(TBU) is a syllable rime (Bao 1999:7), which does not allow contours that span both 

registers (e.g. a 51 contour using Chinese tone numbers). Bao disregards this problem 

because of the rarity of 51 or 15 contours (1999:24) in Chinese languages. 

Bao uses the following symbols for his tone features: 

H (register) = [+stiff] 

L = [-stiff] 

h (contour) = [-slack] 

l = [+slack] 

Bao claims that there are two fundamental differences between contour systems 

and level systems of tone (1999:201): (1) contour systems have at least one [phonemic] 

tone with a branching structure at the c node while level systems have no branching c 

nodes, and (2) contour systems have a one-to-one relation between T U’  and tone  

while level systems have a one-to many a  ociation between tone  and T U’  which 

results in contours only as a consequence of rule application. While there are obvious 

typological differences between these two types of languages, it seems that Bao grossly 

oversimplifies the properties of level systems and unnecessarily differentiates the 

structure of the two systems of tone. For example, the two paragraphs he devotes to 

down tep propo e a third feature   uper-regi ter” to account for down tep, while Snider 

(1999), among others, adequately analyzes downstep using only two features. One cannot 

really fault Bao for these shortcomings, since this book is intended only to cover contour 

tone systems. Bao (1999) represents an impressive analysis of tone structure in Chinese 

languages, but it is not particularly helpful for analysis of African languages since it 
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contains virtually no discussion of phenomena like downstep that are rare if not non-

existent in Chinese languages. However, the model used in Yip (2002) depends heavily 

on  ao’  model,  o under tanding it i   till helpful in gaining a better gra p of Yip’  

model. 

3.2 Yip (2002) 

Of the three models discussed here, Yip’  (2  2) i  mo t often cited in  ub equent 

works. However, outside of the chapter on tonal feature , Yip’  analy e  and di cu  ion 

of tonal languages very rarely make use of tonal features, even where a featural approach 

would likely be more illuminating. The same can be said of Yip (2007), which uses the 

same model. 

Yip (2002) does not actually propose a new feature geometry model for tone. She 

argue  that  ao’  (1   ) be t account  for the range of tonal data in the world (56) ba ed 

on its ability to account for register spread, whole tone spreading or copying, and contour 

spread. The only change she advocates is that the features simply be [Upper] and [high], 

rather than equating them with vocal cord stiffness and slackness (58), as discussed 

above. However, she generally discusses tonal features as simple, distinctive features 

(without  pecifying their geometry) in which  ±Upper] divide  the voice’  pitch range 

into an upper and lower half and [±high] divides each part into two more parts, giving the 

following four levels of tone (Yip 2007:234): 
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(6) [+Upper, +high] extra-high 

[+Upper, -high] high 

[-Upper, +high] mid 

[-Upper, -high] low 

Yip does argue that any featural account of tone needs to account for the 

relationship between tone and laryngeal properties, particularly voicing and low tone 

(56). She doe n’t take a  trong  tance on how to accompli h thi , but favor   uanmu’  

(2000) approach in which register is related to [stiff] and [slack], vocal cord featural 

distinctions which are articulatorily controlled by the vocalis muscles, while pitch is 

equated with vocal cord thickness (and the features [thick] and [thin]) which is controlled 

by the cricothyroid (58-9). Again, we will leave the evaluation of the articulatory basis of 

tone to other scholars. 

Yip’  di cu  ion of theoretical approache  to down tep (and up tep) in African 

languages is disappointingly inconclusive. She points out problems with three 

phonological approaches: a stress-like metrical tree proposal by Clements (1983), a 

featural approach by Hyman (1993), and an approach based loosely on Clark (1978), in 

which tone primitives are moves up or down in pitch rather than targets. After discussing 

the merits and problems of each of these approaches, Yip moves onto the next topic 

without proposing any solution to these issues. The first two of these theories will be 

discussed more thoroughly in §3.5. The third approach does not seem to have produced 

much response in the literature, so we will not discuss it further.  
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In the di cu  ion of down tep, Yip i  careful to point out that Hyman’  model 

differ  from Yip (1 8 ) in the characteri tic  of the regi ter feature . Yip’  regi ter i  

absolute: a tone can either be [+Upper] or [-Upper], and the register of one tone has no 

effect on the following tone .  eanwhile, Hyman’  L regi ter cau e  all following tone  

to be lowered, cau ing down tep, and allow  for multiple L’  to each  ucce  ively lower 

the register, which leads to a potentially infinite number of phonetic levels of tone. Yip 

does not specifically discuss the consequences of this difference. It is clear that a number 

of languages have terracing downstep in which the register is lowered multiple times 

within a single utterance or phonological unit, while others do not have this terracing 

effect. This leaves several important questions. If register is absolute, as Yip and Bao 

both claim, then how is terracing downstep achieved? If register is relative, as Hyman 

claim , why don’t A ian language   how  imilar rai ing/lowering of register affecting 

subsequent tones? 

While Yip (2002) is not as detailed and decisive on some major tonal issues as 

would be desired, this book is the best introduction to tone available, to my knowledge. 

At each point, the book discusses the major proposed analyses for a tonal 

process/problem and briefly discusses the merits and problems of each. It introduces the 

broadest range of tone-related issues: acoustic and articulatory characteristics of tone, 

tone features and the desired characteristics of a featural theory, tone in Optimality 

Theory, the motivation for autosegmental phonology, tone in syntax and morphology, 

and tonal phenomena in the languages of the world including downstep, tonal stability, 

tonal movement (as in Bantu languages), tone and contour spreading, tone copying, etc. 
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This book also devotes an entire chapter to the typological tonal characteristics of three 

major geographical areas: Africa, Asia/Pacific, and Central America. Meanwhile, Bao 

(1999) focuses almost exclusively on Chinese languages and Snider (1999) focuses 

almost exclusively on African languages.  

3.3 Snider (1999) 

Snider (1999) proposes a specific model of tonal features and geometry which he 

calls Register Tier Theory (RTT) and then applies it to case studies of four languages. 

This book focuses almost exclusively on African languages. While Snider does not give 

detailed analyses of processes common to Asian languages (copying of contours, etc.), 

his brief explanation (55-57) of the types of possible contour tones in RTT seems to 

allow for an analysis very similar to that of Bao (1999). 

RTT, as discussed in Snider (1   ) i   very much in the  pirit of  lement  (1 83) 

and Hyman (1 85), (1 86)” (23). RTT employ  two tonal features: register and tone. The 

register feature i  defined a     pecifying] whether the regi ter of  a given] T U i  

higher (h) or lower (l) than the preceding regi ter” (25). Therefore, regi ter i  alway  

relative to a preceding regi ter, a fundamental difference between RTT’  regi ter feature 

and the register feature of models like those described in Bao (1999) and Yip (2002). 

Tone in RTT specifies whether a given TBU is pronounced at a high (H) or low (L) pitch 

relative to its register. These two features allow for up to four pitch levels following any 

given tone, as shown below, where the dashed lines represent register and the short bars 

above/below an arrow represent the actual pronounced pitch: 
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(7) Realization of register and tone features (Snider 1999:25): 

 

The geometry of these features is as follows. Tone and register each have their 

own tier, and each is associated to a single Tonal Root Node (TRN) tier, which in turn is 

associated to the tonal-bearing unit tier. This can be represented schematically as follows: 

(8) RTT feature geometry: 

 

Snider refers to the four possible phonemic tones as Hi (H tone, h register), Mid1 

(H tone, l register), Mid2 (L tone, h register), and Lo (L tone, l register). 

The main strength of the RTT model of tonal geometry is the way in which it 

handles downstep, which will be discussed further in §3.5. The detailed case studies of 

downstep and upstep in chapters 4-7 of (Snider 1999) are also extremely helpful to those 

studying or analyzing other languages with these processes. It would be desirable to also 

do similar case studies in Asian languages to be able to better evaluate RTT as a universal 

theory of tone. 
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Having completed our survey of three important proposals for tone structure, we 

now turn to various theoretical approaches to three tonal processes: spreading, downstep, 

and upstep. 

3.4 Tone spreading 

One very common tonal process is spreading, in which a tone from one 

morpheme or TBU spreads to another adjacent TBU (Yip 2002:9-10). In autosegmental 

representations, including all three models discussed above, this is represented as follows 

(Snider 1999:10-12): 

(9)  

 

What exactly spreads depends on the specific model of tone features and geometry being 

used. Oftentimes spreading results in the delinking of a tone already associated to the 

TBU affected by spreading (Snider 1999:11): 

(10)  

 

In Optimality Theory, there is no exact equivalent to spreading rules and several 

different approaches have been used in analyses of spreading. McCarthy (2010) gives a 

good overview of the two major approaches: ALIGN constraints and AGREE constraints. 
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Neither of these approaches can fully account for all of the spreading phenomena in the 

different languages of the world, so McCarthy (2010) proposes a new approach using a 

SHARE constraint in a framework related to Optimality Theory that is called Harmonic 

Serialism. Like Optimality Theory, Harmonic Serialism evaluates potential candidates for 

the phonological output according to universal constraints that are weighted differently in 

different languages. The difference between the two theories is that Optimality Theory 

goes through one process of evaluation of candidates while in Serial Harmony, GEN 

makes only one change to the input at a time. The candidates with only one change are 

then evaluated and the winner is then submitted to GEN as the input of the next cycle. 

This process continues until no further changes can improve the output. While this 

approach may be useful, this thesis will use a traditional parallel Optimality Theoretic 

approach to keep the analysis as simple as possible. 

A less common approach to spreading in Optimality Theory is an EXTEND 

constraint. This constraint is used in  ickmore’  (2   ) analy i  of Namwanga. It a  ign  

a violation for an H whose rightmost edge does not follow the rightmost edge of its TBU 

in the input. This approach will be discussed further in §5 where it is used in the analysis 

of Mbelime. 

3.5 Downstep 

Another common tonal process in African languages is downstep. Essentially, 

downstep is a process in which a specific instance of one phonemic tone is pronounced at 

a lower pitch than a preceding instance of the same tone. Usually, when downstep occurs, 
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a high tone is downstepped when it occurs after a low tone that can be either overt or 

floating. There is no consensus as to whether downstep is a phonological or a phonetic 

process. Snider defines two types of downstep (1999:41-42) as phonological processes 

within RTT: 

Automatic downstep: the Hi of a Lo-Hi sequence is realized on the same register 

as the preceding Lo and the Lo of a Hi-Lo sequence is realized on a lower 

register than the preceding Hi.  In a Hi-Lo-Hi sequence, this results in the 

final Hi being pronounced lower than the initial Hi. 

Non-automatic downstep: The same as automatic downstep, except that the Lo 

is left floating. 

The term  ‘automatic down tep’ and ‘non-automatic down tep’ originated in 

Stewart (1983). Automatic down tep i  al o referred to in the literature a   downdrift” 

and non-automatic down tep  imply a   down tep”, although  downdrift” is also 

occasionally used to refer to declination (the gradual lowering of pitch over the whole 

phrase). For a more thorough discussion of this terminology, see Connell (2002). To 

preview the following discussion, RTT treats both of these as due to the association of a 

low register feature to the downstepped TBU. RTT allows downstep of all tones (H, M, 

and L). Before discussing this analysis, we will briefly discuss some other analyses of 

downstep. 

When register is considered to be absolute, some theories have accounted for 

downstep with phonetic pitch-implementation rules which require a low tone, either 
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floating or overt, in the phonological output. That is, whenever the output of the 

phonological component contains a LH sequence, the H is realized at a lower pitch than a 

preceding H (Pulleyblank 1986). Exactly how much lower it is pronounced depends on 

the language. Snider (1999:152) points out some of the problems with this type of 

approach. His strongest argument is that in at least some three tone languages a 

downstepped high is phonetically and phonologically equivalent to a mid tone. 

In the metrical tree approach of Clements (1981), as discussed in Yip (2002), tone 

is built up into a metrical tree structure with binary, right-branching feet. Yip claims that 

this model i  problematic becau e it add  the metrical di tinction  neither” to the already 

e i ting  head” and  non-head”, which i  judged to be too powerful a move (152). 

Furthermore, it only allows a language to have either downstep with (hl) feet or upstep 

with (lh) feet, but not both (155).  

Yip i  more po itive toward  Hyman’  featural analy i , which i   imilar to 

Snider’  (1   ) in that regi ter i  relative, rather than ab olute.  The main weakne    he 

discusses relates to some of the oddities of the analysis of upstep in this particular 

featural approach: upstep often occurs in the context of a neighboring L which requires a 

rule inserting an H to cause the upstep. Snider (1999:153-4) also criticizes this model for 

including two tonal tiers in addition to a register tier, which over-generates tonal 

contrasts. This third tier is meant to account for languages with five level, phonemic 

tones. Snider (1999:64) analyzes the fifth tone of such languages as being complex, with 

a floating regi ter in the underlying repre entation. For  an (  te d’Ivoire), the fifth tone 

is analyzed as essentially a downstepped Lo, and in Trique (Mexico) as an upstepped Hi. 
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Without looking at the details of each language to better evaluate, this seems to be a 

logically plausible analysis. 

We now return to the analysis of downstep in RTT. In cases of automatic 

downstep, an l register spreads from a Lo TBU to a following Hi TBU, which de-links 

the h register from the Hi TBU:
9
 

(11)  

 

This results in the Hi being pronounced at a lower register than a preceding Hi and the 

same register as the immediately preceding Lo. This is illustrated in the diagram below in 

which the dashed line indicates the register and the solid horizontal lines represent the 

phonetic pitch. 

(12)  

 

                                                 
9
This holds true for downstepped Hi. Snider (1999) posits that all phonemic tones can be 

downstepped, and shows detailed analyses of two languages with downstepped Hi and one with 

downstepped Lo. 
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In non-automatic downstep, a floating low register (or Lo tone) occurs between 

two Hi T U’ . Thi  l register is then associated to the Hi to its right, delinking the h 

register, as seen in (13) below. (14) shows the phonetic realization of this sequence. 

(13) (based on Snider 1999:53) 

 

(14)  

 

One final note is that a downstepped high is identical phonologically to Mid1 in 

RTT. Snider (1999:152-153) cites evidence from several languages that this is in fact 

true, with Bimoba (Niger-Congo: Gur, Togo) being the best documented case (Snider 

1998). However, Mbelime seems to present a counterexample in which these two are not 

identical phonologically. In a footnote, Snider (1998:96- 7)  ay  that  Of cour e, the Mid 

tone of some languages is Mid2. The prediction for these languages is that the Mid does 

not downstep following High tones, the Mid can be downstepped by Low tones, and the 

Mid is not necessarily phonetically equatable with down tepped High”. To my 

knowledge, no such language has been thoroughly analyzed using RTT or a similar 

system of tone features and Snider does not go into much detail about what downstep of a 

Mid2 would look like. Using his definition of downstep, one would expect that a 
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downstepped Mid2 would be identical phonetically and phonologically to the preceding 

Low tone as shown in (15). 

(15) (a) 

 

(b) 

 

Snider (1999) provides more detailed analyses of downstep in three languages, including 

one in which low tones are downstepped. To date, this seems to be the most successful 

model of downstep, although in general RTT has not been broadly applied and it still 

needs to be applied successfully to a language with a Mid2 tone. We will return to this 

discussion in §4.5.2  ince  belime’   id tone ha  all the characteri tic  of a  id2 

predicted by Snider, but does not have the phonetic pitch output that the RTT model 

predicts a Mid2 should. 

3.6 Upstep 

Upstep is a very rare phenomenon among the world’  language  (Yip 2002:150), 

so there is little literature on the subject and the literature that does exist covers a 

relatively wide variety of phenomena. Several languages that are described and/or 
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analyzed as having upstep have very specific ca e  in which a   uper high” tone or 

raising of low tones occurs in highly restricted contexts; the super high tone or process of 

raising a low tone is sometimes called upstep. Languages like this include Nkwen 

(Ncheafor 2002), in which a high tone is upstepped between two downstepped high 

tones, Basaa (Bitjaa Kody 1993:67-8), in which the upstep of low tones is caused by a 

floating grammatical morpheme, and Bangwa (Chumbow & Nguendjio 1991:8), in which 

an upstepped high is a simplification of a LH contour that occurs only on verbs. 

Meanwhile, several Mixtec languages have been analyzed as having terracing upstep 

systems which are somewhat parallel to the much more common terracing downstep 

systems. It  eem  that the e two type  of  up tep” phenomena are quite different, and it 

would be desirable to have a clear definition of upstep in order to determine which of 

these languages truly exhibit upstep and to analyze any other tonal phenomena 

accordingly. Snider (1999) made an effort to do just that using RTT. In the remainder of 

thi   ection, we will fir t look more clo ely at Snider’  analy i  of  ngenni, a language 

which ha  previou ly been analy ed a  having up tepped H’  that occur only before a L. 

He argues that Engenni does not actually have upstep, but rather ha   non-terracing 

down tep”. After looking at this example of alternative analyses for a non-terracing 

up tep  y tem, we will look at Snider’  RTT analy i  of up tep in Acatl n Mixtec and 

fini h with  aly & Hyman’  (2007) analysis of upstep in  e oles Mixtec using tone 

features with absolute register. 

Snider (1999:87-98) shows that Engenni, a language that appears to have upstep, 

can be analy ed a  having ‘non-terracing down tep’.  ngenni ha  two phonemic tone , H 
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and L. H i   up tepped” relative to preceding H’  only when followed by a L. Thi  i  

illustrated in (16) below, in which the short dashes represent pitch and diacritics represent 

phonemic tone. 

(16)  

[  3     5  5    7      3] 
m  m  n  w   bhɛ ɛ  

‘I did  ee you.’ 

In utterance (a) below, both H’  are followed by an L, thu  both are up tepped. In 

(b) however, only the first H is followed by an L, so this initial H is upstepped but the 

others are normal or downstepped. 

(17)  

(a) 

[3   7   3    7    3] 
 kp  l  m  n  

‘the  nail’ 

(b) 

[3   7   3   5   5] 
 kp  l  m  n   

‘a  for  nail’ 

The analysis Snider proposes is briefly summarized here. First, an l-spread rule 

causes the l register to spread rightwards from a Lo, de-linking the h register of the Hi(s), 

causing downstep. Crucially, a second rule does not allow a floating h register between 

two l’ . Thi  prevent  the h from being de-linked during l-spread if another l occurs 

immediately afterward. These two rules result in the pronunciations seen in (16) and (17) 

above. The RTT representations of each of these three utterances are provided below in 

(18)-(20) to illustrate these processes. 
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(18) ‘I did  ee you.’ 

 

In (18), there are three Hi T U’  in the middle of two Lo’ . The l register of the 

initial Lo  pread  rightward to the fir t two Hi T U’ , but i  blocked from  preading to 

the third because this would result in a floating h between two l’ . The fir t two Hi’  are 

downstepped and the third is non-downstepped, which gives the surface appearance of 

upstep, as seen in (16).  Snider claims that this should be viewed as a sequence of 

downstepped/non-downstepped highs rather than non-downstepped/upstep (Snider 

1999:94). His argument for the first Hi being downstepped is convincing; however, it is 

not clear why the second should not be considered upstepped. Likely this is because 

Engenni does not have terracing upstep; only one Hi can be upstepped in comparison to 

an immediately preceding downstepped Hi. 

(19)  ‘the  nail’ 

 

In (19), both Hi’  are between two Lo’ ,  o no l-spread occurs. Both Hi’  are 

pronounced at a non-downstepped level. 
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(20) ‘a  for the  nail’ 

 

In (20), the initial Lo cannot  pread becau e the fir t Hi i  between two Lo’ . 

However, the words ma nʊ, both Hi, have no following Lo. Therefore, the second l 

 pread  to both of the e T U’ , de-linking their original h register. The first Hi is not 

downstepped, but the final two are. 

Thi  analy i  of the  up tep” phenomena in  ngenni u ing down tep in RTT i  

preferable to one in which Hi’  preceding a Lo are up tepped. The up tep analy i  i  

rather ad hoc, while the downstep analysis seems much better motivated. Given the rarity 

of up tep and the frequency of down tep in the world’  language , a  imilar analy i  

using downstep should be pursued when possible before positing an analysis using only 

upstep. See Daly and Hyman (2007:201) for some brief proposals of potential alternate 

analyses for Engenni tone that are inversions of their analysis proposals of  e oles 

Mixtec (i.e., the rules and processes that apply to L in Pe oles Mixtec would apply to H 

in Engenni). 

One terracing upstep system, found in Acatl n Mixtec, has been analyzed using 

RTT (Snider 1998). In RTT, up tep i  defined a  a  phonological  hifting upward  of the 

tonal register within a phonological phra e” (Snider 1   :87). In Snider’  analy i  of 

Acatl n  i tec (AM), upstep occurs when two Hi tones are adjacent across a word 
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boundary. This indicates that the OCP
10

 is not active in AM. In languages in which the 

OCP is active, a sequence of two Hi tones is not allowed – either one is deleted or they 

merge. The complexities of the lexical tone melodies, underspecification, and default 

feature assignment in AM will not be described here. However, when these result in 

adjacent h registers with H tone, terracing upstep occurs. This is illustrated in the 

diagrams in example (21) below, which are reproduced from Snider (1999:111). 

(21) ‘the du t will blow away’ 

 

 

While this theory of upstep is plausible, especially as a counterpart to downstep, this 

particular analysis of AM seems quite complicated. Almost every phonemic tone is 

underspecified for at least one feature, and the default features assigned depend on the 

specified feature(s) or lack thereof. Furthermore, Snider’  definition of upstep is too 

broad, especially when one takes three-tone systems into account. For example, in (21) 

                                                 
10

 The Obligatory Contour Principle: Yip (2002:80) defines this as a constraint in Optimality 

Theory:  No identical adjacent element ”; Snider (1   :32) con ider  it to be  a cover term for a  et of 

principles that conspire in many languages to prohibit the occurrence of adjacent identical features on 

non keletal tier ”. 
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above, a Mid tone is linked to the first two syllables and followed by two Hi tones. The 

register is shifted upwards after both the Mid and the first Hi, so technically, each Hi is 

upstepped. However, instinctively, one would only want to say that the second Hi is 

upstepped; otherwise, every Mid-Hi sequence involves upstep. 

Another terracing upstep system is described in  e oles Mixtec (Daly & Hyman 

2007:182-186). In  e ole   i tec, for a  erie  of H’  that occur  after an L, each H is 

successively higher in pitch. A number of possible analyses of the relevant data are 

suggested, mainly using the absolute register features of Yip (2002), but a clear argument 

for one analysis is never given since the goal of the article is to argue for an interpretation 

of surface mid tones as lexically unspecified for tone. However, Daly and Hyman raise 

the important question of whether upstep is a phonemic phenomenon or mainly a result of 

phonetic implementation. Under the RTT analysis, upstep is clearly a phonemic 

phenomenon since the h register feature is defined as a move upward in pitch. If upstep 

were a phonetic implementation, it would not be directly encoded at the phonological 

level; instead, there would be a language specific rule that raises the pitch in the correct 

environment. 

From this review of the literature, it is clear that there is still a need for a clear, but 

properly restrained, definition of upstep. Therefore, the following definition will be 

assumed for the remainder of this paper: 

A tone is said to be upstepped when either (1) relative to a preceding tone with 

the same phonemic structure, it is pronounced at a pitch level that is higher 

than that of the identical preceding tone, or (2) when for this tone, T1, the pitch 
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distance between a T2-T1 sequence is greater than that of a T1-T2 sequence (i.e. 

the H of a MH sequence is upstepped if MH produces a greater difference in 

pitch than a HM sequence). 

This definition actually includes both terracing upstep systems like the Mixtec languages 

and non-terracing upstep systems like Engenni. In the same way that (non-automatic) 

downstep is differentiated from downdrift/automatic downstep, it is helpful to clearly 

differentiate terracing and non-terracing upstep. Terracing and non-terracing upstep 

systems can be defined as follows: 

A language exhibits a terracing upstep system when a consecutive sequence 

of identical phonemic tones results in a raising of the pitch level at the initial 

boundary of each of the e tone’  a  ociated tone-bearing unit(s). 

A language exhibits a non-terracing upstep system when an upstepped tone 

occurs after a different phonemic tone (i.e. an H is upstepped immediately 

following an L). 

These definitions are descriptive, rather than theoretical, in order to distinguish the 

various types of upstep phenomena that a theory of tone would need to account for. 

Given the problem  with RTT’  phonological definition of up tep di cu  ed here and 

further in §4.5, upstep in Mbelime will be considered a phonetic implementation process. 

3.7 Mid tone in three-tone languages 

A major issue that needs to be addressed in the analysis of any three tone system 

is the structure of the mid tone (Mid1 vs. Mid2, as discussed in §3.3). In RTT, one 
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possible diagnostic is Mid-High sequences. Given that Mid1 has the features H tone and l 

register while Mid2 has L tone and h register, only Mid1 would be expected to cause a 

following Hi to be downstepped, assuming the language has downstep. As Snider 

(1999:152-153) points out, in this type of a language, Mid and downstepped High have 

the same features, and therefore would be expected to have the same phonetic realization. 

Given this fact, one should also be careful to show that there is in fact a phonemic mid 

tone in the language, and that an apparent mid is not a downstepped High. Upstep might 

serve as a second diagnostic. If a language has upstep, Mid2 might be expected to 

participate in true upstep sequences while Mid1 would not. These same diagnostics may 

work for other model  of tone feature   uch a  Yip’  (2  2), if down tep and up tep are 

considered to be triggered by one of the individual tonal features rather than by a 

phonemic tone. However, such models do not state as explicitly how downstep and 

upstep are triggered. Furthermore, there are many languages whose analysis does not 

require the use of tonal features because there is no phonological evidence that either 

feature ever acts individually. In these languages, it would be impossible to distinguish 

the two types of Mid tones. 

3.8 Conclusion 

In this chapter, we have discussed several theoretical models for tone features and 

geometry. While no one model has emerged as the clear winner in the effort to produce a 

single universal model of tone, RTT, as described in (Snider 1999) seems to show the 

most promise for analyzing African languages with complex downstep and/or upstep 
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systems because of its relative register feature. The RTT model gives several potential 

diagnostic tests for determining the structure of a mid tone in a three-tone language based 

on the mid tone’  participation in up tep and down tep. However, as will be discussed in 

§4.5, RTT does not produce a satisfying analysis of the complex upstep and downstep 

tonal system in Mbelime because it requires downstep of H and M to be two separate 

processes and incorrectly predicts that upstep would raise the register of L and M tones 

following the upstepped H. 
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4. A description of the Mbelime verb system 

This chapter describes the Mbelime verb system. The aspectual morphology is 

described in §4.3, then the basic tone patterns found on verbs are described in §4.4, and 

tonal phenomena (upstep, downstep, and low tone spread) are described in §4.4.3. Tones 

will be described mainly as atomic H, M, and L, although these are assumed to stand for 

a set of feature   uch a  Yip’  (2  2)  Upper] and  high]. The e feature  do not act 

independently in Mbelime, so there is no need to fully specify them in the following 

description. At the relevant points, problems with a potential RTT analysis will be 

discussed. 

4.1 Methodology 

The data for this paper were collected in Cobly, Benin from August 2010-April 

2 11. The primary language informant wa    a e Sanwekoua, a native speaker of 

Mbelime who has lived in the village of Kountouri his whole life. He is approximately 28 

years old. The data was also confirmed with Josephine Kombetto, a native speaker of the 

Kountouri dialect of Mbelime who lived in Cobly during this time. She is in her early 

twenties. The Kountouri dialect was chosen because it is considered to be the  pure t” 

Mbelime (Hatfield and McHenry 2011). 

The data consists of a database of approximately 500 verbs which were classified 

according to syllable structure and surface tone pattern. Representative examples of all 

syllable structures and tone patterns were then recorded in tonal frames with each of 
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High, Mid, and Low tones preceding and following the verb stem in order to identify 

tonal phenomena. While carrying out this fieldwork, it became apparent that further 

morphological analysis of verbs, beyond (Neukom 2005), was needed to fully account for 

tone in the verbal system, so this was done as well. The tonal analysis uses autosegmental 

theory. Tonal features are not used because they are not necessary for a full analysis on 

Mbelime tone since there is no evidence of features operating independently of one 

another. The analysis in this paper could be put in terms of a feature system like that of 

Yip (2002), with an absolute register feature, where each tone (H, M, L) actually is a 

combination of features. However, an analysis using a relative register feature would 

require some rather ad hoc, complicated, and inelegant rules to account for all of the data 

(cf. §4.5). 

4.2 The Syllable Contact Law and maximal syllable templates 

Before moving on to a description of tone in Mbelime, it would be helpful to 

briefly discuss the syllable structure changes that take place when a suffix is added to a 

verb. In Mbelime, these changes are motivated by the Syllable Contact Law and 

language-specific maximal syllable templates. 

Sonority often determines permissible syllable templates in a given language and 

is also a driving force behind many phonological processes and cross-linguistic 

tendencies related to syllable structure. Although the precise nature and definition of 

sonority are still debated, sonority is generally defined either articulatorily, as the degree 

of openness of the vocal tract, or acoustically, as related to a property such as the 
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intensity of a given segment. See Parker (2002, 2008) for an overview of the literature 

related to defining sonority.  Segments can be divided into a sonority hierarchy; the most 

commonly invoked sonority scale is the following five member scale: 

(22) Vowels > Glides > Liquids > Nasals > Obstruents (Clements 1990) 

However, some languages require the scale to be further subdivided at various points. 

Parker (2002, 2008) argues that universally, segments can be divided into the following 

17 member scale, listed from most sonorous to least sonorous: 

(23) Natural class Sonority index 

low vowels 17 

mid peripheral vowels (not [ə]) 16 

high peripheral vowels (not [ɨ]) 15 

mid interior vowels ([ə]) 14 

high interior vowels ([ɨ]) 13 

glides 12 

rhotic approximants ([ɹ]) 11 

flaps 10 

laterals 9 

trills 8 

nasals 7 

voiced fricatives 6 

voiced affricates 5 

voiced stops 4 

voiceless fricatives (including [h]) 3 

voiceless affricates 2 

voiceless stops (including [ʔ]) 1 

The following sonority scale is relevant in Mbelime based on effects related to the 

Syllable Contact Law: 
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(24) Sonority hierarchy for Mbelime 

Natural class Sonority 

low and mid vowels highest 

high vowels  

glides  

nasals  

obstruents lowest 

Liquids are excluded from this scale because there are no phonemic liquids in Mbelime 

(see Appendix 1 for full phoneme inventory). When one vowel of a diphthong is deleted, 

it is the high vowel, not a low or mid vowel. This is analyzed as a result of a sonority-

related constraint hierarchy. Therefore, high vowels are separated from mid and low 

vowels in the sonority hierarchy for Mbelime. 

The Syllable Contact Law is one of the cross-linguistic tendencies motivated by 

sonority. It has been defined in two ways. 

Syllable Contact Law (Parker 2011) 

a. A heterosyllabic juncture of two consonants A.B is more harmonic (ideal) the 

higher the sonority of A and the lower the sonority of B. 

b. In any heterosyllabic sequence of two consonants A.B, the sonority of A is 

preferably greater than the sonority of B. 

This means that, all else being equal, [al.ta] is preferred to [at.la]. [al.ta] has a sonority 

fall from coda to onset, which is preferred. [at.la] has a sonority rise from coda to onset, 
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which is not preferred. Languages differ as to whether the SCL is applied gradiently, such 

that greater sonority rises are less preferred, or categorically, such that there is a specific 

threshold of coda-onset sonority distance that triggers a repair strategy. Languages also 

differ according to what repair strategy is used for SCL violations. Some attested 

strategies are assimilation, metathesis, glide formation, and epenthesis (Seo 2011: 1249). 

For example, in Korean, the sequence /n-l/ violates the SCL, and this violation is resolved 

by complete a  imilation of the na al to the lateral: /non+li/ →  nolli] ‘logic’ (Seo 

2011:1249). 

In Mbelime, all phonemic consonants can occur word-initially. The phonemes /y, 

w, kp, c, f/ only occur root-initially except that in nouns, /f/ also occurs at the beginning 

of the Noun Class 5 suffix. The remaining consonants, /b, p, t, d, c, k, m, n, s/, all occur 

freely
11

 in all consonantal positions. All vowels can be contrastively lengthened. All of 

them may also occur in a diphthong with a high vowel preceding: front vowels are 

preceded by an /i/; back vowels and /a/ are preceded by /u/. These sequences are analyzed 

as diphthongs (e.g. /iɛ/) rather than a glide-vowel sequence (e.g. /yɛ/) because these CVV 

syllables are considered heavy for tone-bearing purposes. Furthermore, there are no other 

complex onsets in the language, so treating them as VV sequences does not require any 

modification of permissible syllable templates.  

Syllable structure is highly restricted for Mbelime verbs. The following table 

shows permissible syllable templates for verbs. 

                                                 
11

There does seem to be some allophonic alternation between /p/ and /b/, but more research is 

needed to determine the precise environments for this alternation. 
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Table 5: Permissible syllable structure for verbs 

CV structure Example 

CV(V) 
kɛ  ‘clear field’ 

    ‘dance’ 

CV.CV* d d  ‘fall’ 

C1VX.C2V  [X= V, C2, N] 

b  t  ‘untie’  

b tt  ‘bite’ 

b n t   ‘flood’ 

CV.CV.CV   b n  ‘bury’ 

C1VX.C2V.nɛ*  [X= V, C2, N] 

piɛkinɛ ‘whiten’ 

ta  inɛ ‘straighten’  

cankinɛ ‘make clear’ 

As seen above, all syllables must have an onset and all verbs must end in a vowel. 

Codas are highly restricted; a coda may only consist of a consonant that is homorganic to 

the following onset. Finally, the two structures marked with * only occur in small classes 

of verbs (Classes 4, 5, and 6), so they will not be discussed further in this section. 

Excluding the Class 6 verbs, all verbs are maximally trimoraic. 

Syllable codas must be homorganic with the onset of the following syllable. 

These two consonants share a place of articulation node: 

(25) C ]σ C 

Place 

   x 

It should be noted that my analysis of CV.CV versus CVCi.CiV words differs 

from previous works on Mbelime (Neukom 2005, Rietkerk 2000). I analyze most words 

as CVCi.CiV, and only a small number of verbs as CV.CV, while Neukom and Rietkerk 

generally analyzed all of these verbs as CV.CV. As discussed above, only Class 4 and 5 

verbs allow CV.CV structure. Besides these specific verbs, the language generally 

contrasts only two types of disyllabic verbs: CVV.CV and CVCi.CiV, e.g.       ‘to 
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 ieve’ v .       ‘to decrea e’. Since for the most part, only these two types occur and they 

contrast the length of both a vowel and a consonant, it seems that authors of previous 

works on Mbelime analyzed the CVCi.CiV words as CV.CV. Preliminary acoustic 

measurements support my analysis of these consonants as long: a representative sample 

of 45 tokens of long consonants had an average length of .152 seconds, while the average 

length of a representative sample of 45 tokens of short consonants was half as long, at 

.077 seconds. Tonal analysis shows that CV.CV verbs have a different surface tone 

pattern than CVCi.CiV verbs with the same phonemic tone structure (cf. §4.4).  This 

indicates that the CVCi.CiV verbs do in fact have a coda and that syllable weight affects 

tone association patterns. 

When a CV suffix is added to a verb root, phonological changes take place which 

are motivated at least partly by the Syllable Contact Law, although place and manner of 

articulation play an important role in determining how SCL violations are resolved.  The 

changes that occur for each sequence of consonants across a morpheme boundary are 

summarized here, and will be discussed below. For an OT analysis of these facts see 

(Melick 2012). 

Following Gouskova (2004:226), geminates are assumed to be single segments 

linked to both a coda (μ) and an onset (σ), a   hown in (26), so they are not evaluated by 

cluster constraints like SCL.  

(26) Geminate structure 
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The phonological changes that are motivated by the SCL are summarized briefly here, 

and dealt with more thoroughly below. Different changes occur based on whether the 

morpheme junction consists of consonants with a sonority plateau (either two nasals (N) 

or two obstruents (O)), a sonority rise (O-N), or a sonority fall (N-O). 

SONORITY PLATEAU 

O-O: coronal fricative-stop sequence 
12

: regressive total assimilation (i.e. st → tt) 

elsewhere: vowel epenthesis between the two obstruents and shortening of first 

syllable as needed 

N-N: no clear examples, but many words have a geminate nasal 

SONORITY RISE 

O-N: epenthesis and shortening of first syllable as needed 

SONORITY FALL 

N-O: nasal assimilates in place to following consonant 

4.2.1.1 Sonority plateaus 

A sonority plateau occurs when either two obstruents or two nasals occur next to 

each other. This violation of the SCL is ameliorated by regressive total assimilation in the 

case of two voiceless coronals, as in (27). 

(27)  .t → t.t /b  -t / →  b t.t ] ‘choo e-NEUTRAL’ 

Elsewhere, all clear cases of sonority plateaus are resolved with an epenthetic vowel. 

This usually requires deletion of segments in the verb root so that the verb will comply 

                                                 
12

The only sequence that undergoes total assimilation is /s-t/. There are no examples of other 

fricative-stop sequences such as /f-p/. This makes it impossible to tell if the relevant feature is that both 

consonants are coronal, that both are voiceless, or that the sequence is fricative-stop, or if what is relevant 

is some combination of these. There are monomorphemic sequences [tidi], which gives some evidence that 

having the same place of articulation is not the only relevant factor. 
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with a permissible syllable template.  In the case of a CVNC root, the nasal is deleted, 

resulting in a CV.CV.CV word, as shown in (28). In the case of a CVVC root, a vowel is 

deleted, resulting in a CV.CV.CV word, as in (29). 

(28) /bɛ n k-n /
13

 →  bɛ .k .n ] ‘be.clo ed-CAUSATIVE.NEUTRAL’ 

(29) /c ɛ t-n / → [cɛ .t .n ] ‘enclose-NEUTRAL’ 

The final type of plateau is a sequence of two identical segments. Such geminates are 

pronounced with no change, as shown in (30). This is expected due to the principle of 

inalterability of geminates (Hayes 1986), which assumes the structure for geminates in 

(26) above. 

(30) /b  t-t / → [b  t.t ] ‘dirty-NEUTRAL’ 

If, however, the verb root has a CVVC structure, the first, lowest sonority vowel (/i/ or 

/e/) is deleted to conform to permissible syllabic templates: 

(31) /c   n-n / → [c  n .n ] ‘be.in.pocket-CAUSATIVE.NEUTRAL’ 

4.2.1.2 Sonority rise 

The only type of sonority rise in syllable contact occurs when an obstruent-final 

verb root is inflected with a suffix beginning with a nasal, producing an O-N sequence. 

                                                 
13

 Here, as throughout this section, underlying representations are posited based on comparison of 

the same verb root with different aspectual suffixes with a different CV profile. So for example (28), the 

neutral form bɛ      ‘to clo e’ wa  compared with the imperfective form of the same verb root bɛ     ‘be 

clo ed’, which take  the imperfective  uffi  -  , surfacing as bɛ      ‘be clo ing’. 
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This clear violation of the SCL is resolved by epenthesis and subsequent deletion of a 

nasal or vowel in the verb root.  

(32) /bɛ n k-n / →  bɛ .k .n ] ‘be.closed-CAUSATIVE.NEUTRAL’ 

(33) /d   -n / →  d .  .n ] ‘trap- NEUTRAL’ 

4.2.1.3 Sonority fall 

Syllable contact sequences of nasal-obstruent represent a sonority fall, which is permitted 

by the SCL. Thus, these sequences generally are pronounced with no change except that 

the nasal assimilates in place to the following obstruent: 

/hu   -t / → [hu   .t ]  ‘go.back.home-IMPERFECTIVE’ 

If, however, the verb root has a CVVN structure, the first, lowest sonority vowel (/i/ or 

/e/) is deleted to conform to permissible syllabic templates: 

(34) /  ɛ  -t / →   ɛ  -t ]  ‘walk-IMPERFECTIVE’ 

4.2.1.4 Summary 

The above discussion of phonological processes that affect syllable structure can be 

summarized as follows. No verb stem may exceed three moras. When a suffix is added, 

an N-O sequence is permitted. O-N and O-O sequences are generally broken up by an 

epenthetic vowel, except for /s-t/ sequences which are pronounced as /tt/. When deletion 

is necessary, because a word has more than four underlying vowels, a vowel from a VV 

sequence is deleted when possible. If deleting a vowel cannot resolve SCL violations, a 

nasal will be deleted. 
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4.3 Aspectual morphology of Mbelime verbs 

The remainder of this chapter describes the aspectual morphology of Mbelime 

verbs. A brief overview of verbal morphology (§4.3) is followed by a more detailed 

description of each of the six verb classes (§4.3.2-4.3.7).  

4.3.1 Overview of verbal morphology 

Non-stative Mbelime verbs are always inflected for either perfective (PF), 

imperfective (IPF), or neutral (N) aspect; they cannot occur as bare roots. For more 

information on the semantics of each aspect, see Neukom (2005:122-9). Aspect is marked 

with suffixes and/or tonal affixes. The perfective aspect is usually marked by an -   suffix. 

The neutral aspect has either a –  , -  , or tonal suffix. Imperfective verb morphology is 

more complex and will be discussed further below. A small group of causative verbs 

have a –nɛ suffix in all aspects, so aspect is marked only by tone for these verbs. 

A phonological constraint requires that every word end in a vowel, so if the verb 

stem ends in a consonant and has a tonal aspectual suffix, an epenthetic high vowel will 

be inserted word-finally.  This vowel is u after labial consonants and i elsewhere (i.e. it 

assimilates to the feature [labial] of the preceding consonant). Therefore, the stem yank 

‘celebrate’ i  pronounced yanki, while damp ‘touch’ become  dampu. This vowel is not 

technically considered a suffix; it is simply an epenthetic vowel when an imperfective or 

neutral aspect suffix consists solely of tone: 

(35) ‘touch.I F’ 

Segmental  tier: damp+ø →   dam.pu] 

Tonal tier : M+H →    .H] 
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Several more examples are shown here: 

Stem Gloss N PF IPF 

yank ‘celebrate’ yanki yank-  yanki 

d kk ‘need’ d kki d kk-  d kki  

sik ‘plant’ sikki sik-  sikk-  

tuot ‘ ting’ tuoti tuot-  tuot-  

damp ‘touch’ dampu damp-  dampu 

kim ‘forget’ kimu kimm-  kim-  

The table below outlines the six verb classes, which are based on aspectual 

marking. These are explained below.  
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Table 6: Aspect marking for Mbelime verbs 

Class N PF IPF  Sample verb 

(N) 

1 -t  -t   -   

-  

-    

-d  

-k  

-m  

 may be inchoative or inversive bɛ k t  ‘open’ 

2 -n  -n   -   

-  

-   

-nɛ 

 causative verbs 

 

bɛ k n  ‘clo e’ 

3 - ; -  
14

 -   

-  

-  
15

 

-   

-t  

-m  

 may have either H or L tonal 

suffix in neutral aspect 
c       ‘authori e’ 

4 -   -   -m   only monosyllabic verbs h       ‘die’ 

5 -   -   -   

-   

-  

-t  

 perfective aspect must have 

CV.CV syllable structure 

 imperfective aspect must have 

CVX.CV syllable structure if 

disyllabic 

d d  ‘fall’ 

6 -nɛ -nɛ nɛ  causative verbs piɛkinɛ ‘whiten’ 

Verbs are first divided into six classes based mainly on the affix which is added to 

the verb root in the neutral aspect and the syllable structure of the neutral aspect. For the 

perfective aspect, the -(C)   suffix is added to the verb root for all verbs in Classes 1-5. 

For the imperfective aspect, a suffix is added to the verb root. The imperfective suffixes 

                                                 
14

 These symbols represent a floating high tone (- ) and a floating low tone (-  ). -   is also used for 

a floating mid tone. 
15

 Each verb only occurs with specific suffixes within the possible suffixes for the class. There is 

no evidence that a stem ending in –si (which underlyingly is just ending in /s/) takes a –si imperfective 

suffix. However, based on other morphological pattern , it’  po  ible that if/when thi  happen , one / / i  

deleted. 
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are different for each of the five main classes, although there is much overlap (i.e. the 

first four classes can all have -  , -  , or –  suffixes, but –   and –   only occur with –   

verbs). Each verb class is discussed individually in §4.3.2-4.3.7. Classes 4-6 together 

represent only 16% of the verbs in my data. As such, their description is brief and very 

tentative. 

Note on the semantics of imperfective suffixes: 

There is a wider variety of suffixes for the imperfective aspect than for the other 

aspects, and many verbs can take more than one different imperfective suffix. Neukom 

(2005:120) claims that different verbs can take the following suffixes as 

habitual: -mu, -ti, -di, -si, -ki, -d , and –n  (although each can just be imperfective for 

other verbs). However, my data often contradicted this. A lot more research would be 

needed to determine the exact semantics of each imperfective suffix, but that is beyond 

the scope of this paper. 

4.3.2 Class 1: –   verbs 

4.3.2.1 Semantics 

The –   suffix (and its perfective/imperfective counterparts) often functions as a 

derivational suffix. In this capacity, the suffix can be either inversive or inchoative. 

However, many –   verbs cannot be shown to be derived from another verb, so in these 

cases, -   is simply a class suffix. 
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4.3.2.2 Inchoative 

A small number of verbs have an inchoative meaning when they have the –   

 uffi , meaning ‘to become X’ or ‘to  tart X-ing’, as illustrated by the verb pairs below: 

Base Verb Derived Verb 

sua ‘be black’ s  ta ‘become black’ 

tɛ ‘be mean’ tiɛta ‘become mean’ 

yãã ‘know’ yããta ‘be introduced’ 

piɛni
16

 ‘be white’ piɛta ‘become white’ 

4.3.2.3 Inversive 

Another small group of verbs have an inversive meaning with the –   suffix, 

meaning ‘to cause to be/do the oppo ite of X’, as evident in the verb pairs below: 

Base Verb Derived Verb (N) 

bɛnki ‘be clo ed’ bɛkita ‘open (door)’  

buo ‘be tied up’ boota ‘untie’  

cu ni ‘be in pocket’ c nta ‘remove from pocket’  

dakki ‘be (sitting) on’ dakita ‘pick up/get off’  

pɛkki ‘be full’ pɛkita ‘take’  

piihi ‘clo e hand’ piita ‘open hand’  

piiti ‘be tied up’ pitta ‘untie’  

sakki ‘be on the fire’ sakita ‘remove from fire’  

sukki ‘dre   one elf’ sukita ‘undre  ’ 

These inversive verbs typically have a causative counterpart in Class 2.  

                                                 
16

 This base-derived verb pair is irregular. Normally a CVVni stative verb like piɛni would surface 

as [pɛnta] when the derivational/neutral aspect suffix –ta is added, as with the base-inversive pair 

cu ni/c nta ‘be in pocket/remove from pocket’,  hown below. 
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4.3.2.4 Morphology 

This group of verbs shows the most diversity in terms of imperfective suffixes. 

Many verbs can take either of two or three suffixes for the imperfective aspect, 

with -  /-   being the most common alternation. All of the suffixes except the -   

imperfective suffix and the -t   perfective suffix are high toned. Below are several 

example verbs from this class: 

Table 7: Class 1 verbs 

Gloss Root Neutral Perfective Imperfective IPF Suffix 

straighten bik- bikita bikit  bikidi -d  

wait baan- banta bant  baani -  

choose bas- batta batt  basiki -k  

go b k- b kita b kit  b ki i -   

sieve caa- caata caat  
caaki 

caasi 

-k  

-   

vaccinate c    - c    ta c    t  
c    ki 

c    di 

-k  

-d  

turn page wɛɛ- wɛɛta wɛɛt  wɛɛmu -m  

4.3.3 Class 2: –   verbs 

4.3.3.1 Semantics 

Almost all Class 2 verbs are causatives derived from another verb, as shown by 

the pairs of verbs below: 
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Base Verb Derived Verb (N) 

bɛnki ‘be clo ed’ bɛkina ‘close’  

buo ‘be tied up’ boona ‘tie up’  

cu ni  ‘be in pocket’ c nna ‘put in pocket’  

dakki ‘be ( itting) on’ dakina ‘put on/down’  

pɛkki ‘be full’ pɛkina ‘fill’  

piihi ‘clo e hand’ pihina ‘close (hand)’  

piiti ‘be tied up’ pitina ‘tie’  

sakki ‘be on the fire’ sakina ‘put on fire’  

sukki ‘dre   one elf’ sukina ‘dress someone’ 

4.3.3.2 Morphology 

As with the –   verbs, the –   verbs behave very regularly tonally. Almost every 

verb can take the –nɛ imperfective suffix in addition to one of the other imperfective 

suffixes, although some only take the –nɛ suffix. Below are several example verbs from 

this class. 

Table 8: Class 2 verbs 

Gloss Root Neutral Perfective Imperfective IPF Suffix 

close benk- bɛkina bɛkin  
bɛnk  

bɛkinɛ 

-   

-nɛ 

increase puk- pukina pukin  
pukisi 

pukinɛ 

-   

-nɛ 

stretch caan- canna cann  
caani 

caninɛ 

-   

-nɛ 

ferment m  - m  ina m  in  m  inɛ -nɛ 

4.3.4 Class 3: verbs with no segmental suffix in neutral aspect 

Class 3 verbs have no segmental suffix in the neutral aspect; neutral aspect is 

marked only by tone. This class has no specific semantic meaning like Class 1 and 2. 

There are five possible suffixes for the imperfective aspect: - , -  , -    -  , and –  . All of 

these suffixes are high-toned, except -   which has a low tone. Below are examples of 

verbs with each of these suffixes: 
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Table 9: Class 3 verbs 

Gloss Root Neutral Perfective Imperfective IPF Suffix 

swallow niɛd- niɛdi niɛd  niɛd  -   

smoke; 

breastfeed 
y   - y  si y     y  imu -m  

laugh daas- daasi daa   daasi -   

learn bɛn- bɛmmu bɛmm  bɛn i -   

visit saan- saani  aan  santi -t  

A few verbs in Class 3 have different tonal behavior from the common high tone 

suffixes in neutral and imperfective aspect and the -   imperfective suffix. Each type of 

different tonal behavior will be discussed below. 

4.3.4.1 L suffix in neutral aspect 

Many Class 3 verbs have a floating low tone suffix in the neutral aspect instead of 

the normal high tone. This suffix almost always occurs with verbs that have a floating 

tonal imperfective suffix, but it can occur with other verbs as well. Several of these verbs 

and their surface tone melodies are shown below: 

Table 10: Phonetic realization of Class 3 verbs with L suffix in N aspect 

Gloss 
PF 

‘I did…’ 

IPF 

‘I am in the middle of…’ 

N 

‘Don’t…’ 

clap [5    7   4] 
m  ꜛp ɛ     

[5      6 7] 
m  p ɛ ꜛ   

[5    r 3 ] 
dɛ  p ɛ    

nod [5     3  3] 
n  k      

[5  k4] 
n  k  ꜜ   

[5  k  3] 
dɛ  k     

whistle [5    6   4] 
m  f   m   

[5      56] 
m  f   m  

[5    k  3] 
dɛ  f   m  
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4.3.4.2 -   imperfective suffix 

A few verbs have a low-toned –   imperfective suffix: 

Table 11: Phonetic realization of Class 3 verb with –   IPF suffix 

Gloss 
PF 

‘I did…’ 

IPF 

‘I am in the middle of…’ 

N 

‘Don’t…’ 

walk [5    3   3] 
n    ɛ n   

[5   k  3] 
n   ɛ  t  

[5    k 4 ] 
dɛ    ɛ ꜜn  

4.3.5 Class 4: –   imperfective suffix 

A very small number of monosyllabic verbs (1.5% of my data) have a –   suffix 

in the imperfective aspect a floating mid tone suffix in the neutral aspect. In my data, 

only verbs with lexical H and M tone were found in this class. A few of these verbs are 

shown below: 

Table 12: Phonetic realization of Class 4 verbs with –   IPF suffix 

Gloss 
PF 

‘I did…’ 

IPF 

‘I am in the middle of…’ 

N 

‘Don’t…’ 

die [5   s] 
n h   

[ 5     6  5 ] 
n h m  

[  5   m] 
dɛ h   

give [5   r] 
m paa 

[ 5     5 4 ] 
m pamu 

[  5   5] 
dɛ pa 

4.3.6 Class 5: syllable structure alternation 

Class 5 verbs partially rely on syllable structure alternation to mark aspect. This 

results in tone patterns not found in the rest of the verbal system. This class represents 
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only 11% of the verbs in my data. Verbs in this class are mainly disyllabic, and the 

majority of these verbs have an -   imperfective suffix.  

For disyllabic verbs in Class 5, the perfective forms have the syllable structure 

 V. V, while the imperfective form  mu t have a heavy fir t  yllable ( o they’re either 

CVV.CV or CVCi.CiV). The neutral aspect may be either CV.CV or have a heavy first 

syllable (CVV.CV or CVCi.CiV). Below are the different segmental patterns found on 

Class 5 verbs: 

Table 13: Class 5 verbs 

Gloss N IPF PF 

‘run’ 
teni 

CV.CV 

tiɛti 

CVV.CV 

ten  

CV.CV 

‘leave’ 
kamu 

CV.CV 

kamm  

CVC.CV 

kam  

CV.CV 

‘lo e weight’ 
p ki 

CV.CV 

p kk  

CVC.CV 

p k  

CV.CV 

‘be able’ 
fudi 

CV.CV 

fusidi 

CV.CV.CV 

fud  

CV.CV 

‘plant’ 
sikki 

CVC.CV 

 ikk  

CVC.CV 

 ik  

CV.CV 

‘weed’ 
hu di 

CVV.CV 

hu di 

CVV.CV 

h d  

CV.CV 

Almost all verbs that are CV.CV in the neutral aspect have a CVV.CV structure in 

the imperfective aspect.
17

 The following correspondences occur between the vowels in 

the first syllable: 
18

 

                                                 
17

 Due to the small number of verbs in this class, and the even smaller number that are CV.CV in 

the neutral aspect, it is impossible to deal adequately with the exceptions to this pattern. 
18

 Cahill (2007) notes that a similar alternation occurs in K nni, another Gur language, where all 

long mid vowels diphthongize. In K nni, this is a general process that occurs throughout the language, 

whereas in Mbelime, this alternation is limited to Class 5 verbs. 
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Short Vowel Long Vowel/Diphthong
19

 

i ii 

e ie 

ɛ iɛ 

a aa 

  u  

o uo 

u uu 

Some monosyllabic verbs also show a similar alternation with a diphthong and 

therefore they may also belong to this group. For these verbs, the diphthong occurs in the 

imperfective aspect and long vowels occur elsewhere. 

Table 14: Possible Class 5 monosyllabic verbs with diphthong alternation 

Gloss N IPF PF 

‘kill’ poo puo poo 

‘wear (pant / kirt)’ yee yie yee 

‘fight’ m   mua m   

‘bring’     sua     

The perfective forms and the CV.CV neutral forms of this class of verbs have 

tonal melodies not found on any other verbs since these are the only verbs with a CV.CV 

syllable structure.  

The morphology of this verb class bears some resemblance to the templatic 

morphology of Semitic languages. In Mbelime, grammatical properties, the perfective 

and imperfective aspects, are marked at least partially by a specific syllable structure, 

CV.CV and CVX.CV, respectively. Similarly, verb roots in many Semitic languages 

consist only of a string of consonants, and their inflectional paradigms include specific 

prosodic templates or configurations (Bat-El 2011). The verbs of the same class will have 

                                                 
19

 In verbs that do not belong to this class, all vowels can be lengthened and an additional 

diphthong [ua] occurs. 
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the same template, or configuration for each inflectional category.  For example, one 

class of Palestinian Arabic verbs have a perfect template CiCeC and an imperfect 

template –i  a ,  o that the verb ‘to gra p’ i  ‘ i e  in the perfect and –‘i  a  in the 

imperfect (Elihay 2004). While there are obviously differences between the two, both 

Mbelime Class 5 verbs and verbs in many Semitic languages must have a certain syllable 

structure which is different according to syntactic properties. While this merits further 

research, a full analysis of the morphology of this verb class is beyond the scope of this 

paper. For an overview of some of the theoretic approaches to the analysis of this type of 

morphology, see Ussishkin (2005). 

4.3.7 Class 6: –nɛ verbs 

These verbs have a –nɛ suffix in all aspects, and represent only 3% of my corpus. 

The different aspects are only distinguished by tone. Below is a chart showing the 

phonetic tone patterns found on these verbs: 
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Table 15: Phonetic realization of Class 6 verbs 

Gloss 
Underlying 

tone 

PF 

‘I did…’ 

IPF 

‘I am in the middle of…’ 

N 

‘Don’t…’ 

introduce H [5    6  4 3] 
n y   inɛ 

[5    6  4 3] 
n y   inɛ 

[  5    6  5 3 ] 
dɛ y   inɛ 

whiten M [5    6  4 3] 
m piɛkinɛ 

[ 5     k 4 j ] 
m piɛkinɛ 

[   5    k  4  2 ] 
dɛ  piɛkinɛ 

darken L [5    3 3 3] 
m    kinɛ 

[ 5     k 4 j ] 
m    kinɛ 

[   5    k  4  2 ] 
dɛ     kinɛ 

At this point, it is not apparent what tones are used to mark each aspect in this 

class, so they were not marked for tone in Table 6. 

4.4 Tone on verbs 

Verbs have one of three possible underlying tone melodies (H, M, L). In this 

section, these will be treated as atomic tones, but it is assumed that each of these stands 

for a set of tonal features using absolute register features (c.f. §3.2). Problems with a 

potential analy i  u ing RTT’  relative regi ter feature will be discussed at the relevant 

points. The analysis using absolute register features does not require either feature to act 

independently, so H, M, and L can be used to represent the features. 

Verbs never occur without an aspectual suffix, and the aspectual suffixes all have 

their own tones. Therefore, verbs will be presented below with their aspectual suffixes. 

There are neutral and imperfective suffixes with H, M, and L tones and these patterns are 

presented in §4.4.1. All verbs have a HL suffix in the perfective aspect: -  , -n  , -  , or 
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possibly –nɛ. These are the only suffixes with HL tone, so the tone patterns for perfective 

verbs will be presented in §4.4.2.  

There are five groups of syllable structures that occur with unique surface tonal 

patterns on each: 

1. monosyllabic (mostly CVV with a few CV) 

2. CV.CV 

3. CVV.CV CVN.CV CVCi. CiV 

4. CV.CV.CV 

5. CVV.CV.CV CVN.CV.CV 

The third group will frequently be referred to as CVX.CV. The fifth group occurs only 

with – ɛ verbs (cf §4.3.7). The – ɛ verbs are fairly rare and have more complex tonal 

patterns which merit further study, but they will not be discussed here. The CV.CV 

syllable structure is highly restricted. It seems to only occur in certain grammatical 

constructions (cf §4.3.6, 4.3.5). 

The following sections describe the surface tone patterns found on Mbelime verbs 

as well as autosegmental representations of each. The major claims of this analysis are as 

follows: 

-verbs may have H, M, or L lexical tone; suffixes also have tones 

-terracing up tep of con ecutive H’  

-two H’  on one  yllable produce an upstepped high 

-perfective suffix has HL tone 

-downstep of H and M after L 
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-L-spread in sequences of L-H-H 

-no rising contours 

The first of these claims is the least controversial and yet is the biggest departure 

from the previous analyses in Rietkerk (2000) and Neukom (2005), which analyzed the 

verbs as having classes of verbs, each with different patterns of replacive grammatical 

tone and no lexical tone. With the exception that there are no low tone verbs in Class 4 

(cf. §4.3.6), there are always clearly three levels of lexical tone with each suffix. Also, 

some of the suffixes clearly have their own tone, e.g. the imperfective -  suffix is 

unquestionably low-toned. 

4.4.1 Tone in the imperfective and neutral aspect 

4.4.1.1 High toned suffixes 

The majority of imperfective and neutral suffixes have a high tone. The high 

toned neutral suffixes include a floating high tone (- ), -  , and –  . The high toned 

imperfective suffixes include - ,-    -    -    -  , and –  . 

Table 16, Table 17, and Table 19 below show the surface tone patterns and 

preliminary autosegmental representations for verbs with high toned suffixes for each of 

the three syllable structures that occur with a high toned suffix (CV(V), CVX.CV, 

CV.CV.CV). All occur in a frame with a preceding mid-toned word, either   , the first 

person singular pronoun, or dɛ , the negative imperative particle. The various patterns will 

be discussed below.  
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As shown in Table 16 below, high-toned monosyllabic verbs are pronounced with 

a slight ri e from  normal high” to a  rai ed high” level (cf. mid-toned verb caa ‘collect 

honey’ in Table 17 below which i  pronounced at a  normal high” level). Likewi e, di- 

and tri-syllabic verbs have a final syllable that is pronounced higher than the first 

syllable. Both of these facts are due to upstep, which will be discussed more thoroughly 

in §4.5.1. 

Table 16: H verbs with H suffix 

 
Lexical verb tone Gloss 

Autosegmental 

representation 

Phonetic pitch 

levels 

(a) H 

dɛ kɛ 

NEG clear.field.N 

‘Don’t clear a 

field.’ 
 

[5    F ] 
dɛ kɛ 

(b) H 

m fɛɛ-ki 

1SG sweep-IPF 

‘I am sweeping’ 

 

[5      6 7] 
m fɛɛki 

(c) H 

m biki-di 

1SG straighten-IPF 

‘I am 

straightening’ 
 

[5      6 6 7] 
m bikidi 

Rising contours on a single syllable are not allowed in Mbelime. Thus, when a mid-toned 

mono yllabic verb i  preceded by another mid tone, the verb’  mid tone coale ce  with 

the preceding mid, leaving the verb stem associated with only a high tone, as shown in 

Table 17 below. For the di- and tri-syllabic mid-toned verbs, the high tone of the suffix is 
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associated to the final syllable and the mid tone of the verb stem is associated to the 

preceding syllable(s).
20

 

Table 17: M verbs with H suffix 

 Lexical verb 

tone 
Gloss 

Autosegmental 

representation 

Phonetic pitch 

levels 

(a) M 

dɛ caa 

NEG collect.honey.N 

‘Don’t get honey.’ 

 

[5    6 ] 
dɛ caa 

(b) M 

dɛ bɛmmu 

NEG learn.N 

‘Don’t learn.’ 

 

[5    5  6 ] 
dɛ bɛmmu 

(c) M 

dɛ bɛki-ta 

NEG open-N 

‘Don’t open’ 

 

[5    5 5 6 ] 
dɛ bɛkita 

On the surface, monosyllabic verbs are H immediately after an M, as in Table 18a 

below, but are M immediately after H as in Table 18b. 

                                                 
20

Sometimes, the mid on the verb stem is pronounced slightly lower than the preceding mid, as 

shown below. The two pronunciations are in free variation.  

[5    4  5 ] 

  dɛ bɛmmu 

According to auditory impressions, for this alternate pronunciation, the second M is pronounced at about 

the same pitch difference from the first as the distance between an M and H, which is also about the same 

distance between H and upstepped H, but half the distance between M and L. 
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Table 18: Mid-toned monosyllabic verbs with high tone suffix 

 
Gloss Autosegmental representation Phonetic pitch levels 

(a) 

dɛ caa 

M MH 

NEG collect.honey.N 

‘ on’t get honey.’ 
 

[5    6 ] 
dɛ caa 

(b) 

n di caa 

M H MH 

1SG FUT collect.honey.N 

‘I will collect honey.’ 
 

[5  6   5] 
n di caa 

This is because in the case of Table 18b, an H intervene  between the two  ’ , which 

prevents merging. The M of the verb is then associated to the verb while the H of the 

suffix is left floating. Therefore, in both cases, merging or deletion occurs in order to 

prevent an MH rising contour. See §5.1.4 for an OT analysis of this mid tone merge. 

Table 19 below shows the phonetic tone patterns for L verbs with an H suffix. LH 

contours on a single syllable are almost never allowed, although Low Spread may result 

in LH contours (cf. §4.5.3). Only automatic downstep occurs; non-automatic downstep 

never occurs in Mbelime, except occasionally in rapid speech. That i , L’  are never 

deleted or left floating, so there is no downstep caused by floating low tones; downstep 

always occurs after an overt L. This is a somewhat rare property, given that non-

automatic downstep (caused by a floating L) is so common among Gur languages. 

Therefore, monosyllabic L verbs have the H suffix deleted, as in Table 19(a) below. In 

di-and tri-syllabic L verb stems, the low tone of the verb stem causes the immediately 

following high tone of the suffix to be downstepped, so that the final H is pronounced at a 

lower pitch than the preceding M, as in (b) and (c) below.  
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Table 19: L verbs with H suffix 

 
Lexical verb tone Gloss 

Autosegmental 

representation 
Phonetic pitch levels 

(a) L 

dɛ tie 

NEG insult.N 

‘Don’t insult.’ 

 

[  5    k  ] 
dɛ tie 

(b) L 

n c    -ki 

1SG vaccinate-IPF 

‘I am vaccinating’ 

 

[5    k4] 
n c    ki 

(c) L 

n tuki-di 

1SG continue-IPF 

‘I am continuing’ 

 

[5    5 3 4] 
n tukidi 

One remaining question is why all L verbs in the neutral and imperfective aspect 

seem to have a mid-low tone pattern in their surface form, regardless of the preceding 

tone. This is shown in the pitch-trace of u c    ta ‘Let him vaccinate’, in which an L verb 

is preceded by a low-toned pronoun, in Figure 1 below. Even when there is no M 

preceding the verb, it still has an ML contour on the first syllable. This shows that the M 

does not occur because of spreading from a preceding M. 

 
Figure 1: Pitch trace

21
 of an L verb with the low-toned pronoun u ‘3SG’ preceding it 

                                                 
21

 All pitch traces were produced using the Speech Analyzer program, available at 

<http://www.sil.org/computing/sa/>. 
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In the perfective aspect, these verbs are pronounced completely low, with no 

initial contour (cf. §4.4.2), distinguishing them from the M verbs. It is possible that the M 

in the imperfective and neutral aspects is part of the lexical tone melody of the verbs (i.e., 

le ically, they’re  L in tead of L). Since there i  no way to determine whether thi    i  

lexically part of the verb or inserted at some point for N and IPF aspects, the analysis in 

this thesis assumes that it is inserted to simplify the possible lexical tone patterns to 

simply H, M, or L. 

Wong (2012) notes that when L nouns occur as the leftmost member of a 

compound, they also appear with a mid-low surface tone pattern. Elsewhere, they are 

simply low.  For example, the surface tone pattern for di naa-cuu-de ‘cow hut’ i   hown 

below on the left. The word  for ‘cow’ and ‘hut’ are both L in i olation, and the isolation 

(singular) form of ‘cow’ i   hown below on the right. ‘cow’ i  a  la   5 noun and the 

compound ‘cow hut’ i  a  la   3 noun  o they have different affi e , although both sets 

of affixes have the same tonal structure. In general, noun roots retain the same tonal 

melody in any class they occur in, although it may surface slightly differently depending 

on phonotactic variations with different suffixes. 

[5  k   3    3] [5  3   3] 
    di naa-cuu-de fɛ naa-fɛ 

   CL cow-hut-CL CL cow-CL 

It is not clear why these L-L noun compounds produce this contour. It may be related to 

the contour at the beginning of L verbs in the neutral and imperfective aspect. On the 
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other hand, the two phenomena could be unrelated. The noun compounds could have a 

floating M associative marker before the first noun; floating tones are commonly used as 

associative markers in Gur/Niger-Congo languages. However, these associative markers 

usually occur between the two nouns, and nouns with tone melodies that begin with M or 

H tones do not seem to be affected in any way, so it seems unlikely that this would be the 

correct explanation. It is also possible that the OCP causes L-L to become M-L, although 

the OCP is usually more active for sequences of high tones. If the noun compounds show 

OCP effects, then it is not clear why L verbs are pronounced with an initial ML contour 

when they have an H suffix. Furthermore, the OCP is relatively inactive in Mbelime, as 

will be shown in §5. 

4.4.1.2 Mid toned suffixes 

The only suffix currently analyzed as mid-toned is the –   imperfective suffix 

that occurs only with Class 4 verbs. The verbs, including this suffix, all have a CV.CV 

syllable structure. Table 20 below shows an example of high and mid verb stems with 

this suffix. No low tone verbs were found with this –   suffix. 

The first syllable of the high tone verb is pronounced at the normal (non-raised) 

high level, and the suffix is pronounced at the same level as the preceding mid. The 

second syllable of the mid tone verbs is pronounced lower than the one before it. Further 

research is needed to explain this fact. 
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Table 20: Verbs with mid tone suffix 

 
Gloss Autosegmental representation Phonetic pitch levels 

(a) 

n h mu 

1SG die.IPF 

‘I am dying.’ 

 

[ 5     6 5 ] 
n  h mu 

(b) 

m pa-mu 

1SG give-IPF 

‘I am giving.’ 

 

[ 5     54 ] 
m pamu 

CV.CV Class 5 H and M verbs in the neutral aspect have the same tone patterns 

as the –   verbs discussed above. Therefore, they may have a mid tone as a suffix. 

However, the L verbs in this class with CV.CV syllable structure have the following tonal 

pattern: 

Gloss Phonetic pitch levels 

dɛ dedi 

NEG go.out/leave.N 

‘Don’t go out/leave.’ 
[ 5     32 ] 
dɛ    dedi 

These verbs do not seem to have a mid suffix. Given this fact and the fact that the 

CVX.CV Class 5 verbs have an H suffix, it is unlikely that the H and M verbs have a M 

suffix. This also calls into question the analysis of –   as being mid-toned. More 

research is needed to clarify this issue. 

4.4.1.3 Low tone suffix 

The most common low-toned suffix is the imperfective aspect -   suffix. For 

monosyllabic verbs with this suffix, the vowel is deleted, leaving the low tone. Therefore, 

on the surface, the imperfective aspect is marked only by tone. The other low-toned 
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suffix is a floating low tone neutral aspect suffix. Table 21, Table 22, and Table 23 below 

show the autosegmental representations of verbs with a low tone suffix as well as their 

phonetic realizations.  

All H verbs, shown in Table 21 below, begin at a normal high level, as opposed to 

the perfective verbs, which begin at a raised high level (cf. §4.4.2). The first syllable of 

disyllabic verbs is pronounced with a falling contour from a normal high level, with the 

final syllable pronounced at a low pitch level. The first syllable of a trisyllabic verb is 

pronounced at a high level and the following syllables at a low level.  

Table 21: H verbs with low tone suffix 

 Lexical verb 

tone 
Gloss 

Autosegmental 

representation 

Phonetic pitch 

levels 

(a) H 

n h   

1SG chew.IPF 

‘I am chewing.’ 
 

[5    r] 
n h   

(b) H 

dɛ piɛsi 

NEG clap.N 

‘Don’t clap.’ 
 

[5    r 3 ] 
dɛ piɛ i 

(c) H 

dɛ butimu 

NEG walk.backwards.N 

‘Don’t walk backwards.’ 
 

[5    6  3 3 ] 
dɛ butimu 

The di- and tri-syllabic M and L verbs, shown in Table 22 and Table 23 below, 

are pronounced exactly the same when they have an L suffix since the L verbs are 

pronounced with an initial mid-low contour (cf. §4.4.1.1). For both M and L verbs, the 

first syllable is pronounced as a ML contour, with the following syllable(s) at a low level. 

M verbs are distinguished from L verbs by their perfective tone patterns, and sometimes 

by an imperfective or neutral form with an H suffix. 
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On mono yllabic verb , both the verb’  le ical tone and the  uffi  low tone are 

associated to the single syllable, producing a surface contour tone. It is impossible to 

distinguish L monosyllabic verbs with L suffixes from those with H suffixes, since the H 

suffix tone is deleted. Since high-toned suffixes are more common, all monosyllabic L 

verbs have been analyzed as having H suffixes, although presumably some have an -   

imperfective aspect suffix and/or a floating L neutral aspect suffix.  Therefore, no L 

monosyllabic verbs occur in Table 23 below. 

Table 22: M verbs with low tone suffix 

 
Lexical verb tone Gloss 

Autosegmental 

representation 
Phonetic pitch levels 

(a) M 

n saa 

1SG dance.IPF 

‘I am dancing.’ 
 

[ 5     q ] 
n saa 

(b) M 

n tepp  

1SG push.IPF 

‘I am pushing.’ 
 

[ 5     k   3 ] 
n tepp  

(c) M 

dɛ bokisi 

NEG have.fun.N 

‘Don’t have fun.’ 

 

[5    5  3 3 ] 
dɛ boki i 
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Table 23: L verbs with low tone suffix 

 
Lexical verb tone Gloss Autosegmental representation Phonetic pitch levels 

(a) L 

dɛ kansi 

NEG nod.N 

‘Don’t nod.’ 

 

[5  k  3] 
dɛ kan i 

(b) L 

dɛ cakidi 

NEG ruin.N 

‘Don’t ruin.’ 
 

[5  5 3  3] 
dɛ cakidi 

4.4.2 Perfective: HL tone 

The perfective aspect suffix has HL tone. This explains the alternation between 

perfective verbs and imperfective verbs with the -   suffix that have M or H lexical tone. 

Below the surface tone patterns for the verb niɛdi ‘ wallow’ are shown in both the 

perfective (left) and imperfective (right) aspect: 

(36)  

[5    F   3 ] 
n niɛd-  

1SG swallow-PF 

[5    r  3 ] 
n niɛd-  

1SG swallow-IPF 

Table 24 below shows the phonetic tonal patterns of H verbs in the perfective 

aspect, as well as their autosegmental analyses. For each of the forms below, the H of the 

verb root and the H of the suffix cause at least one syllable to be pronounced at a raised 

high level. The monosyllabic verbs are pronounced as a falling contour, starting from a 

raised high level. Generally, if there are three tones to be associated to two syllables, it is 

preferable for two tones to be associated to the heavier syllable, so CVX.CV verbs (like 

fɛɛt  ‘ weep’) have both H’  associated to the first, heavy syllable, and the L is associated 
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to the second syllable. In many language , a  equence of two H’  would merge to avoid 

an OCP violation, but in Mbelime upstep occurs (cf. §4.5.1 for a full discussion of 

upstep). In CV.CV verbs, neither syllable is heavy, so two tones get associated to the 

final syllable, resulting in a contour tone. Since only the first syllable of a verb is ever 

heavy, contour tones never occur on middle syllables – they only occur on either the 

heavy first syllable or the final syllable. See §5.1.1for a fuller discussion of these TBU-

related affects. 

Table 24: H verbs with a perfective aspect suffix 

 Lexical verb 

tone 
Gloss 

Autosegmental 

representation 

Phonetic pitch 

levels 

(a) H 

n kɛɛ 

1SG clear.field.PF 

‘I cleared a field.’ 

 

[5     s] 
n kɛɛ 

(b) H 

n hit-  

1SG get.lost-PF 

‘I got lost.’ 
 

[5    6  s] 
n hit  

(c) H 

m fɛɛt-  

1SG sweep-PF 

‘I swept.’ 

 

[5    F   4] 
m fɛɛt  

(d) H 

m bikit-  

1SG straighten-PF 

‘I straightened.’ 

 

[5    6 7 4] 
m bikit  

Table 25 shows the phonetic tonal patterns of M verbs in the perfective aspect, as 

well as an autosegmental analysis. As when a monosyllabic verb has an H suffix (cf. 

§4.4.1.1), the lexical M tone coalesces with the preceding mid tone of the first person 

pronoun, so the monosyllabic verbs are pronounced with a falling contour tone starting at 
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a normal high level, as in (a) below. Similarly, when disyllabic M verbs in the perfective 

aspect are preceded by a M, the lexical M tone of the verb coalesces with the preceding 

M and the first syllable of the verb is associated with a H and the suffix is associated with 

the L of the suffix, as in (b) and (c) below. The trisyllabic verbs have their lexical M 

associated to the first syllable and the H and L of the suffix associated with the second 

and third syllables, respectively, as in (d) below. 

Table 25: M verbs with a perfective aspect suffix 

 Lexical 

verb tone 
Gloss Autosegmental representation 

Phonetic pitch 

levels 

(a) M 

n caa 

1SG collect.honey.PF 

‘I collected honey.’ 
 

[5   r] 
n caa 

(b) M 

n ton-  

1SG pound-PF 

‘I pounded.’ 
 

[5    6  3] 
n ton  

(c) M 

m bɛmm-  

1SG learn-PF 

‘I learned.’ 
 

[5       6    2] 
m  bɛmm  

(d) M 

m bɛkit-  

1SG open-PF 

‘I opened.’ 

 

[5    56 2] 
m  bɛkit  

When a M perfective verb is preceded by an H or L, the lexical M remains 

associated to the first syllable(s) and the H from the perfective suffix is deleted. 

Gloss Autosegmental representation Phonetic pitch levels 

n hɛ  bɛmm-  

1SG NEG learn-PF 

‘I didn’t learn.’ 

 

[5  6     5    3  ] 
n hɛ  bɛmm  
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On L verbs in the perfective aspect, the H of the perfective aspect suffix is deleted 

since LHL sequences are not allowed within a word, as shown below in Table 26.  

Table 26: L verbs with a perfective aspect suffix 

 Lexical verb 

tone 
Gloss Autosegmental representation 

Phonetic pitch 

levels 

(a) L 

n tie 

1SG insult.PF 

‘I insulted.’ 
 

[5   3] 
n tie 

(b) L 

n ded-  

1SG go.out-PF 

‘I went out.’ 

 

[5    3 3] 
n ded  

(c) L 

n c    t-  

1SG vaccinate-PF 

‘I vaccinated.’ 

 

[5     3  3] 
n  c    t  

(d) L 

n tukit-  

1SG continue-PF 

‘I continued.’ 

  

[5   3  3 3] 
n tukit  

4.4.3 Conclusion 

The analysis and description of Mbelime verbal tone outlined in this section is the 

most thorough one to date. By taking into account the tonal processes briefly described 

here and more thoroughly in §4.5, the verbs can be analyzed as simply having a H, M, or 

L lexical tone with other changes being due to suffix tones. It also gives a unified 

analysis for mono-, di-, and trisyllabic verbs. 
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4.5 Tonal Phenomena 

The three major tonal phenomena in Mbelime are upstep, downstep, and low tone 

spread. Each of these will be discussed individually in §4.5.1-4.5.3 and analyzed using 

OT in §5. 

The Mbelime data in this section presents evidence for absolute register features, 

such as those used in Yip (2002), rather than relative register features, like those used in 

RTT. This evidence includes (1) the fact that upstep does not affect the register of 

subsequent low tones, (2) the fact that an analysis using RTT requires that downstep of H 

and M tones be two separate processes, and (3) that an RTT analysis requires 

unnecessarily complex behavior of low tones. Each of these pieces of evidence will be 

examined below. 

4.5.1 Upstep 

In  belime, a high tone’  pitch i  rai ed when it immediately follow  another 

high tone, and thi  effect i  iterative, a   een below in the  entence ‘I will  weep’, which 

ha  a   followed by three di tinct H’ :  

 

 

Figure 2: Pitch trace showing terracing upstep of consecutive high tones 
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For an H-H sequence on two syllables, the second syllable is upstepped. 

However, if two H’  are a  ociated to a  ingle  yllable, it is pronounced with a rise from 

a high to an upstepped high level (compare the perfective and imperfective forms of 

waahi ‘burn’ below): 

 

Figure 3: Pitch trace comparing the upstepped high of a perfective verb (left) and the 

normal high of the imperfective (right) 

The difference between these two pronunciations in RTT is explained by two register h 

features being associated to the perfective form, resulting in a pronunciation so that the 

first syllable of the verb begins one register higher than the preceding register and then 

rises one more register. This is illustrated in (37) below. 

(37) n waah-  ‘I burn- F’ 

 

Meanwhile, the first syllable of the imperfective form begins one register higher than the 

preceding register and then falls one register, as shown in (38). 
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(38) n waah-  ‘I burn-I F’ 

 

One potential problem with this analysis is that only high tones are upstepped by 

the two h registers. The pitch traces in Figure 3 show that the utterance final L is 

approximately the same pitch level relative to the initial M for both perfective and 

imperfective verbs. However, based on the analyses shown in (37) and (38), we would 

expect the final low tone in (37) to be relatively higher than the low tone in (38). 

Furthermore, Figure 4 shows that final low tones are not upstepped even when they are 

not phrase final, so there is no interference from any kind of boundary tone or utterance-

final pitch lowering. In an analysis using absolute register features instead, in which 

upstep is a phonetic implementation phenomenon, this issue seems slightly less 

problematic. 

 

Figure 4: Pitch trace comparing the low tone following upstepped high of a perfective 

verb (grey) and the normal high of the imperfective (black) 
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4.5.2 Downstep 

Generally, an L will cau e immediately following H’  and  ’  to be 

automatically downstepped, except in a sequence of LHH, in which case Low Spread 

occurs (cf §4.5.3). Therefore, in the first example below, the M and H of the verb c  si 

‘collect honey’ are lower than the M of the subject pronoun    and the H of the negation 

particle hɛ , respectively. In the second example, the initial H of  the verb hiiti ‘get lo t’ i  

also downstepped relative to the preceding H. 

Table 27: Downstep of H and M following an L 

 
Gloss 

Autosegmental  

representation 
Phonetic pitch levels 

(a) 

n hɛ  fen c  -si 

1SG NEG always collect.honey-IPF 

‘I don’t always collect honey.’ 
 

[5   6   2    3  4] 
n hɛ  fen c   i 

(b) 

n hɛ  fen hiit-  

1SG NEG always get.lost-IPF 

‘I don’t always get lost.’ 
 

[5   6   2    j  1] 
n hɛ  fen hiit  

 

L’  are not deleted, even between two H’ ,  o there i  no non-automatic 

downstep. Therefore, automatic downstep will simply be referred to as downstep in the 

remainder of this paper. 

This data is easily analyzed if one assumes downstep to be a phonetic 

implementation rule. But if one accounts for downstep in the phonological component 

u ing RTT’  relative regi ter feature, no  ati factory analy i  of the Mbelime data can be 

found. Given Snider’  (1  8: 6-7) predictions of the characteristics of Mid2 (h register, L 

tone),  belime’     hould be a  id2 since it fits these characteristics perfectly.  It does 
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not cau e down tep of following H’ , it i  down tepped by preceding L’ , and a 

downstepped H is not phonetically or phonologically equivalent to a downstepped M.  

However, the model predicts that a downstepped Mid2 should be phonetically and 

phonologically equivalent to a Low tone and this is clearly not the ca e for  belime’  

down tepped  id, which i  lower than preceding  ’ , but higher than the immediately 

preceding L. Furthermore, LHH sequences trigger Low tone spreading, but LMHH 

sequences do not, so a downstepped M is not phonologically equivalent to L.  

A Mid1 (l register, H tone) structure can be used to produce the correct phonetic 

output, but it would require downstep of M and H to be two separate processes: downstep 

of M is caused by both the low and mid tones keeping their own l register as in (39) 

below, while downstep of H is caused by the rightward spreading of the l register of the 

low tone and subsequent de-linking of the h register as in (40) below.  

(39) (a) 

 

(b) 
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(40) (a) 

  

(b) 

 

It seems unnatural for downstep to be treated as two separate processes for H and 

M tones. Therefore, a theory which can account for both as the same process is highly 

preferable. Furthermore, in order to produce the correct output, an RTT analysis requires 

that the l register spreads to a high tone to produce downstep only when it is part of a 

phonemic low tone; when a high tone follows a mid tone, the l register does not spread. 

This can be seen in (40) above – the l register of the mid-toned pronoun n does not spread 

to the following high tone, but the l register of the low-toned TAM particle fen does 

spread to the following high tone. This is also unnatural; if an independent feature 

actually exists and is defined correctly, it should have the same behavior in the same 

environment on its own tier. While these issues are problematic for RTT, they may not 

mean that this theory should be completely dismissed. An RTT analysis for the Mbelime 

data is possible; it is just more complicated than is ideal. Further examination of 
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languages with a Mid2 and/or languages with a downstepped M would be helpful in 

further evaluating RTT. However, given the complexities required for an RTT analysis of 

downstep in Mbelime, the remainder of this thesis will assume that downstep is a 

phonetic implementation process and will treat tones as atomic H, M, and L. 

4.5.3 Low tone spread 

An L followed by a  equence of two H’  will  pread rightward. Since an LH 

sequence on a single syllable is not allowed, the H immediately to the right will 

disassociate from this syllable. The H cannot be left floating, so it associates to the next 

 yllable to the right. The net re ult i  that the L  pread  rightward until the two H’  are 

associated to a single syllable a  far right a  po  ible. The  yllable with two H’  i  

pronounced at a raised high level; it is not downstepped. The table below shows the L of 

the preverbal particle fen ‘often’  preading rightward to the H verb fɛɛsi ‘ weep’: 

Table 28: Low spread 

Gloss Autosegmental representation Phonetic pitch levels 

n hɛ  fen fɛɛ-si 

1SG NEG often sweep-IPF 

‘I don’t always sweep.’ 
 

[5   6   3    3  7] 
n hɛ  fen fɛɛ i 

However, when an L precedes a high-toned disyllabic perfective verb, the L does 

not spread. Instead, the first syllable of the verb is pronounced with a phonetic rising 

contour from a downstepped H. The final part of this contour is at a point which is 

upstepped relative to the H at the beginning of the contour. 
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Table 29: No low spread before PF verbs 

Gloss Autosegmental representation Phonetic pitch levels 

n de kat-t  

1SG PST.DIST peel-N 

‘I peeled (a long time ago).’ 
 

[5   k   L    3] 
n de katt  
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5. OT analysis 

This chapter will give an analysis of tone on Mbelime verbs using Optimality 

Theory.
22

 In §5.1.1, the tone-bearing unit will be discussed, concluding that although 

tonal association patterns in Mbelime are complex the syllable can be considered to be 

the TBU. §5.1.2-§5.1.4 provide an analysis of several tonal phenomena: low tone spread, 

downstep, and mid tone merge. 

Most of the constraints used in this section are found in Yip (2002); more novel 

constraints will be defined where relevant. This analysis accounts for mono- and 

disyllabic verbs as well as N and IPF trisyllabic verbs. PF trisyllabic verbs are an area 

needing further research. We will also lay aside the problem of phonetic ML contours on 

the first syllable of L verbs (cf. end of §4.4.1.1). A basic understanding of Optimality 

Theory and its conventions are assumed; for a basic introduction see Kager (1999). 

5.1.1 The Tone-Bearing Unit 

The designation of the tone-bearing unit (TBU) as either a mora or a syllable is no 

straightforward matter. Both prosodic units play into tonal association, so an OT account 

is extremely beneficial in analyzing the data. Furthermore, a fairly high-ranking 

constraint, EXTENDL, causes an L to frequently be associated with two syllables. This 

affects basic association patterns associated with determining the TBU and also motivates 

Low Spread, which will be discussed in §5.1.2. This constraint is defined as follows: 

                                                 
22

 This analysis was checked using the OTSoft software package (Hayes, et al. 2003). 
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EXTENDL [EXT]: The rightmost edge of each low tone must follow the rightmost 

edge of the first syllable with which it is associated in the output. (A low tone 

must be associated with at least two syllables.)   

Thi  con traint i  defined in the  pirit of  ickmore’  (2   :3 5) EXTEND(H-R): 

EXTEND(H-R): The rightmost TBU associated with a H in the input must precede the 

input correspondent of the rightmost TBU of the corresponding H in the 

output. (The right edge of a High tone in the input must be extended to the 

right in the input.) 

Since Mbelime tonal alignment patterns are completely predictable, although 

complex, tone is considered to be unassociated in the lexicon, unlike the Bantu languages 

that have used an EXTEND constraint, in which H tones are lexically associated with 

specific syllables in the lexicon. Therefore, to account for Mbelime data, the definition of 

EXT cannot refer specifically to the input TBU for a tone, but instead stipulates that a low 

tone must be extended past the edge of the first syllable with which it is associated in the 

output. This means that to satisfy EXT, a low tone must be associated with at least two 

syllables. The justification for Ext in addition to alignment constraints will be discussed 

in §5.1.2. 

The effect of this constraint can be seen in Tableau 1 below, which shows a 

disyllabic CVX.CV verb with a HL tone melody, such as a verb in the neutral aspect 

being used as an imperative, i.e. Piesi! ‘ lap!’ General alignment con traint  are very 
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low ranked, so MAX constraints
23

 along with EXT cause candidate (a) to win, in which the 

L is associated with both syllables so that there is a HL falling contour on the first 

syllable and a L on the final syllable. 

Tableau 1:  p ɛ   ] ‘clap.N’ 

 /piɛsi/, 

HL 
MAXL MAXH EXT ALIGNR(T,WD) ALIGNL(T,WD) 

a. 

  

   *  

b. 

 

  *! * * 

c. 

 

  *!  * 

d. 

 

 *!    

e. 

 

*!  *   

The alignment constraints used here are defined as follows: 

ALIGNRIGHT(TONE-PROSODICWORD) [ALIGNR(T-WD)]: Align the right edge of each 

tone with the right edge of a prosodic word. 

                                                 
23

 There is no evidence that tones are ever left floating rather than being deleted, so such 

candidates are considered to always be ruled out by a high-ranking *FLOAT constraint and will not occur in 

the tableaux. 
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ALIGNLEFT(TONE-PROSODICWORD) [ALIGNL(T-WD)]: Align the left edge of each 

tone with the left edge of a prosodic word. 

Violations are assigned gradiently; one for each syllable away from the edge of the word. 

When the verb’   uffi  i  H in tead of L, two tone  a  ociate  ingly to each of the 

two syllables as shown below in Tableau 2 for daasi ‘laugh’, a mid-toned verb with an H 

suffix in the neutral aspect. Candidates (b) and (c) fatally violate MAX constraints and 

candidates (d) and (e) are ruled out by high-ranking *RISE, which assigns violations for 

having a rising contour on a single syllable
24

. Therefore, without a higher-ranked EXT 

constraint to motivate one tone associating with two syllables, each tone is associated 

with a separate syllable. 

                                                 
24

 *RISE only assigns violations for rising contours at the phonemic level. Since upstep is 

considered to be a phonetic implementation, violations are not assigned for HH sequences on a single 

syllable; the rising contour tone on this syllable is considered to be purely phonetic. Phonemically, since 

the H’  are the  ame level, thi  would not be con idered a ri ing contour. 
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Tableau 2 :  d    ] ‘laugh.N’ 

 /daasi/ 

MH 
*RISE MAXM MAXH ALIGNR(T,WD) ALIGNL(T,WD) 

a. 

  

   * * 

b. 

 

  *!   

c. 

 

 *!    

d. 

 

*!   *  

e. 

 

*!    * 

Similarly, H verbs with an H suffix have tones associated one-to-one with the 

syllable, as shown in Tableau 3 below, for katta ‘cut’. This is because candidate (e) 

fatally violates UNIFORMITY-IO(H) [UNIFH], which is defined and discussed below the 

tableau, by having two H’  in the input have a  ingle correspondent H in the output. 

Candidate (d) fatally violates the MAXH constraint. Meanwhile, ONET/μ
25

, a constraint 

which assigns violations for having more than one tone associated with a single mora, 

rules out candidate (c), in which two tones occur on the final syllable which is always a 

                                                 
25

 All vowels, syllabic nasals, and coda consonants count as one mora. 
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single mora. ALIGNRIGHT(CONTOUR,PROSODICWORD) [ALIGNR(CONT,WD]
26

 rules out 

candidate (b) in which a contour tone does not occur at the right edge of the word. 

Therefore, without a higher-ranked EXT constraint to motivate one tone associating with 

two syllables, each tone is associated with a separate syllable. As discussed in §3.6, the 

second H in this H-H sequence is realized phonetically upstepped relative to the first. 

                                                 
26

 Here, thi  con traint i  a  umed to refer to a ‘contour’ as any instance of two tones associated to 

a single syllable, even if those two tones are the same. In many languages, this situation would be ruled out 

by the OCP. In Mbelime, however, the OCP is very low-ranked and it is frequently necessary to have two 

H’  a  ociated to a  ingle  yllable in order to produce the correct up tep pattern . 
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Tableau 3 :  k tꜛt ] ‘peel.N’ 

 /katta/ 

H1H2 
UNIFH MAXH ONET/μ OCP ALIGNR(CONT,WD) 

a. 

  

   *  

b. 

 

   * *! 

c. 

 

  *! *  

d. 

 

 *!    

e. 

 

*!     

 

UNIFH is a faithfulness constraint defined as follows in Meyers (1997:852): 

UNIFORMITY-IO(X) [UNIFX]: If a and b are distinct elements of type X in the 

input, then their output correspondents a’ and b’ are also distinct elements 

of type X. 

This constraint assigns violations for the coalescence of two elements of the same type, in 

this case, two H tones. Later in this analysis, UNIFM also assigns violations for the 

coale cence of two   tone . Thi  con traint i  u ed in e  entially the  ame way a  Yip’  

(2002:83;100ff) NOFUSION constraint. UNIFX constraints are based on the concept of 
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correspondence between input and output as discussed in McCarthy and Prince (1995). 

Tableaux 13 and 14 will clearly show that these constraints are necessary in an analysis 

of Mbelime tone because MAX constraints alone will not choose the correct winning 

candidate. 

Before moving on to perfective verbs which have three tones (one lexical and two 

suffixal), we will first examine monosyllabic verbs, which show that *RISE and *FALL 

must be treated as separate constraints since *RISE is very highly ranked and *FALL is 

very lowly ranked.  Tableau 4 below shows the crucial ranking of MAXH, 

MAXL>>*FALL based on a monosyllabic high verb with a low suffix. The winning 

candidate is a pronunciation with a falling contour because neither tone is allowed to be 

deleted. 

Tableau 4:  hu  a  ] ‘chew.I F’ 
 /h a /, 

HL 
MAXL MAXH *FALL 

a. 

  

  * 

b. 

 

!*   

c. 

 

 !*  
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In Tableau 5, we see that in the case of monosyllabic L verbs with a floating H 

suffix,
27

 MAXL and *RISE outrank MAXH, so the H is deleted and there is no rising 

contour. 

Tableau 5:  t  ]
28

 ‘in ult.N’ 

 /tie/, LH *RISE MAXL MAXH 
a. 

 

!*   

b. 

 

 !*  

c. 

  

  * 

We now turn to disyllabic H and L perfective verbs, which all have three tones. 

Here, we will see the effects of the crucial ranking ONET/μ>>ALIGNR(CONT,WD) as we 

compare CV.CV verbs and CVX.CV verbs. For CVX.CV verbs, the contour is realized 

on the heavy first syllable. When there is no heavy syllable, the contour occurs on the 

final syllable. The perfective aspect always occurs with an overt subject. In the following 

tableaux, this subject will be assumed to be a mid-toned pronoun like n ‘1 g’, which doe  

                                                 
27

 Monosyllabic verbs are rare in Mbelime. Throughout the verb system, a floating H IPF suffix is 

extremely common, so it is a safe assumption that at least some monosyllabic L verbs have this suffix and 

that when this situation occurs, the H suffix is deleted due to *RISE. No monosyllabic L verbs ever have a 

final H tone phonetically. 
28

 As discussed in detail in §4.4.1.1, the initial phonetic mid tone found on L verbs in the IPF and 

N is a matter requiring further research. For the purposes of this section, it is considered to be purely a 

phonetic phenomenon and thus does not affect the OT analysis and is not accounted for in any of the 

tableaux. 
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not affect the tone patterns of H and L verbs and therefore will not be shown in the 

tableaux. 

Tableau 6 shows the outcome for perfective verbs with lexical H tone and CV.CV 

syllable structure, like n sik  ‘I planted’. In this case, ALIGNR(CONT,WD) causes 

candidate (b) to lose to candidate (a), since this is the only relevant constraint in which 

the two differ. Candidates (c) and (d) show that MAXL and MAXH outrank the OCP and 

ONET/μ, meaning that the first H is associated with the first syllable and the second 

syllable is associated with the second H and the L. 

Tableau 6:    kꜛ  ] ‘plant. F] 

 /sik / 

HHL 
MAXL MAXH OCP ONET/μ ALIGNR(CONT,WD) 

a. 

  

  * *  

b. 

 

  * * *! 

c. 

 

 *!    

d. 

 

*!  *   

However, when the same tones occur with a CVX.CV verb, both high tones are 

associated to the first syllable, as shown in Tableau 7 below for m fɛɛt  ‘I  wept’. This is 
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due to the ONE-T/μ con traint outranking ALIGNR(CONT,WD), since candidate (b) wins 

over candidate (a) in Tableau 7 below.  andidate (c), in which one of the H’  i  deleted 

to satisfy the OCP, loses since MAXH outranks the OCP, and candidate (e) fatally 

violates MAXL. 

Tableau 7: [ꜛfɛ ɛ t  ] ‘ weep. F’ 

 /fɛɛt / 

HHL 
MAXL MAXH ONE-T/μ OCP ALIGNR(CONT,WD) 

a. 

  

   * * 

b. 

 

  *! *  

c. 

 

 *!    

d. 

 

*!   *  

When an L verb has a HL perfective suffix and CV(X).CV structure, the 

undominated constraints *RISE, MAXL, and*LHLWD cause the H to be deleted and the 

word is pronounced all L. This is shown in Tableaux 8 and 9 for n fiet  ‘I grabbed’ and n 

ded  ‘I left/went out’. *LHLWD assigns a violation for any LHL sequence that is 

associated with segments which are all part of a single phonological word.  

While *LHLWD is a novel constraint, similar constraints and cross-linguistic 

tendencies to avoid rapid changes in pitch trajectories can be found in the literature. A 
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similar constraint was proposed in Selkirk (1997) for sentence-level intonation in pitch-

accent systems and Cahill (2007b) proposes a HLH constraint. A possible articulatory 

ba i  for thi  *HLH con traint i  that  a HLH is too rapid a change in signal, particularly 

in the rapidity of the reversal of the pitch trajectory” ( ahill 2007b:8). Furthermore, he 

 ay  that  we find an asymmetry between High and Low tone, in that while HLH is 

prohibited, a LHL occurs abundantly. This may be related to markedness of High, and 

calls for more investigation in the minority of languages in which Low is the marked 

tone” ( ahill 2  7b:8). Given the preference for L’  to be a  ociated with two  yllable  

in  belime while there are no  uch re triction  for H’ , L’  could be con idered to be the 

marked tone. Therefore, it is reasonable to posit a constraint against LHL sequences for 

such marked L languages as a counterpart to a constraint against HLH sequences in 

marked H languages. Hyman (2007:14-16) also notes the articulatory difficulty of  

multiple changes in pitch trajectories, focusing on cross-linguistic tendencies for a 

contour tone to only be permitted when a like tone either precedes or follows it. That is, 

in Taita (Dembwa), HL can only occur when preceded by an H (Hyman 2007:15 citing 

Odden 2001:86-7). 
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Tableau 8:  f  t  ] ‘grab. F’ 

 /fiet / 

LHL 
*RISE *LHLWD MAXL MAXH 

a. 

  

   * 

b. 

  

  *!  

c. 

 

  *!  

d. 

 

 *!   

e. 

  

*! *   
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Tableau 9:  d d  ] ‘leave. F’ 

 /ded / 

LHL 
*RISE *LHLWD MAXL MAXH 

a. 

  

   * 

b. 

 

  *!  

c. 

 

  *!  

d. 

 

 *!   

e. 

 

*!    

The rankings and constraints discussed here help us to untangle the complex tone 

association patterns in Mbelime for verbs in isolation. They produce the following 

generalizations regarding tonal association patterns as the TBU is considered: 

-If there is no L and the number of tones is equal to the number of syllables, 

associate them one-to-one. 

-Where it doe n’t conflict with any of the statements below, associate an L with 

two syllables. 

-No rising contours are allowed on a single syllable and no sequence of LHL 

tones is allowed within a phonological word. If necessary, delete an H to satisfy this rule. 
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-When there are more tones than syllables, associate the extra tones to a heavy 

syllable. If there are no heavy syllables, associate extra tones to the final syllable of the 

word. 

Based on these conclusions, the syllable is posited as the basic TBU since all of 

these generalizations can be stated in terms of syllables. However, *RISE, *LHLWD, and 

EXTENDL have a strong influence on association patterns and the OT analysis technically 

invokes the mora via the ONE-T/μ constraint when there are more tones than syllables. 

While this analysis is messier than is ideal, it necessary given the complexity of the data.  

So far, we’ve only analy ed the tonal pattern  found on  ingle verb ,  uch a  a 

verb in the neutral aspect being used as an imperative. We will now move on to the 

patterns found when a verb is incorporated into a very basic phrase or clause: Low 

Spread, Downstep, and Mid Tone Merge. 

5.1.2 Low spread 

In  equence  of LHH, the L  pread  rightward until the H’  are only a  ociated to 

the final syllable of the sequence where these tones originated (cf. §4.5.3). In Tableau10a 

below, this is illustrated with the sentence u fɛɛta ‘Let him  weep’. Candidate (b) in 

Tableau 8 below violates the EXT constraint because the L is only associated with one 

syllable, the pronoun u ‘3SG’. The other candidate  all  ati fy EXT because the L is also 

associated with the first syllable of the verb. Since *RISE and MAXH outrank the OCP and 

ONET/μ, both H’  mu t be a  ociated to the final  yllable of the verb, which leaves (a) as 

the winning candidate. 
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Tableau 10a:    fɛ ɛ ꜛt ] ‘Let him  weep.’ 
 /u/, /feeta/ 

L, HH 
*RISE MAXH EXT ONET/μ OCP 

a. 

  

   * * 

b. 

 

  *!  * 

c. 

 

 *!    

d. 

 

*!    * 

Recall that when two H’  are a  ociated to a  ingle  yllable as in the final syllable 

of winning candidate (a) above, that syllable is pronounced as an upstepped high (cf. 

§4.5.1). 

Before moving onto the analysis of automatic downstep, we will examine the 

problems with two potential alternate approaches to tone spreading in OT: ALIGN 

constraints alone and AGREE constraints. A comparison of candidates (a) and (b) above 

shows one of the major problems with an analysis using only alignment constraints 

without the EXTENDL constraint. This is further illustrated in Tableau 10b which shows 

the evaluation of these candidates using only ALIGN(T,WD) constraints. Without 

EXTENDL to outrank ONET/μ, candidate (b), which has no L spread, harmonically bounds 

candidate (a), with no L spread. This incorrectly predicts (b) as the winner. While not 

shown here, ranking paradoxes occur if separate alignment constraints are used for each 

of H, M, and L tones, or if violations are assigned based on moras rather than syllables. 
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Tableau 10b:    fɛ ɛ ꜛt ] ‘Let him  weep.’ 
 /u/, /feeta/ 

L, HH 
ONET/μ OCP ALIGNR(T,WD) ALIGNL(T,WD) 

a. 

 

*! * * ** 

b. 

  

 * * * 

Another common constraint used for autosegmental spreading in OT is AGREE 

constraints like the following:  

AGREERIGHT-LOWTONE [AGREER-L]:  In a sequence of adjacent syllables σ1σ2, if  σ1 

is associated with a low tone, σ2 must also be associated with a low tone. 

If this approach is attempted, the same candidate (b), in which no spreading occurs, still 

harmonically bounds candidate (a), the actual pronunciation, since both violate 

AGREER-L because they each have an L tone associated to a syllable that is followed by 

another syllable associated with only H tone(s). 
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Tableau 10c:    fɛ ɛ ꜛt ] ‘Let him  weep.’ 
 /u/, /feeta/ 

L, HH 
ONET/μ AGREER-L OCP ALIGNR(T,WD) ALIGNL(T,WD) 

a. 

 

*! * * * ** 

b. 

  

 * * * * 

Having established that EXTENDL is indeed necessary for the analysis of low tone 

spreading in Mbelime since the more common ALIGN and AGREE approaches fail to 

choose the correct winner, we now briefly look at Tableau 11, which shows that low tone 

spread i  not only  tone doubling”, which occur  in  ome  antu language . Rather, when 

an L precedes a trisyllabic H verb with an H suffix, the L spreads to the first two syllables 

of the verb so that it is associated to three syllables. Candidate (b), in which the L spreads 

only one syllable, fatally violates ALIGNR(T,WD) so candidate (a) wins. Candidate (c), in 

which the L does not spread at all, fatally violates EXT. Spreading to the final syllable 

would cause a fatal violation of *RISE, as in candidate (d).  
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Tableau 11:    b k ꜛt ] ‘Let him straighten.’ 
 /u/, /bikita/ 

L, HH 
*RISE EXT ALIGNR(T,WD) ALIGNL(T,WD) 

a. 

  

 

 * **** 

b. 

 

 

 **!* *** 

c. 

 

 

*! * ** 

d. 

 

*!   **** 

5.1.3 Downstep 

As discussed in §3.5, H and M tones that immediately follow a L are 

downstepped except in the case of LHH sequences, in which low spread occurs. Tableau 

12 shows why low spread does not occur in the case of a LHL sequence like the one 

found in the sentence u piɛsi ‘Let him clap’. Candidate (b), which has each L singly 

associated, violating EXT twice, loses to candidate (a), which only violates EXT once, 

since the final L is associated with two syllables. As candidates (c) and (d) show, a tone 

cannot be deleted in order to satisfy EXT since it is ranked lower than MAXL and MAXH. 

Candidates (e) and (f) show that other options that satisfy EXT lead to fatal violations of 

the higher ranked *RISE and/or *LHLWD constraints. Finally, non-automatic downstep, as 

in candidate (g) loses because it violates *FLOAT. 
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Tableau 12:    ꜜp ɛ   ] ‘Let him clap.’ 

 /u/, /piɛsi/ 

L, HL 
*FLOAT *RISE *LHLWD MAXL MAXH EXT 

a. 

  

     * 

b. 

 

     **! 

c. 

 

    *! * 

d. 

  

   *!  * 

e. 

 

  *!   * 

f. 

 

 *! *   * 

g. 

 

*!     ** 

Recall that *LHLWD only assigns violations for LHL sequences which are 

associated to segments within a single phonological word. Since u is the third person 

singular pronoun, an independent word, candidates (a) and (b) above do not violate 

*LHLWD. However, in candidates (e) and (f), the L from the pronoun is also associated 

with the first syllable of the verb, creating an LHL sequence within this phonological 

word, which is a violation of *LHLWD. 
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Similarly, Low Spread does not occur in a LML sequence like in the sentence u 

fu mu ‘Let him whi tle’,  hown in Tableau 13 below. Candidate (b), with both L tones 

singly associated, loses to candidate (a) in which the final L is associated to two syllables. 

Candidate (c) loses because although one L is associated to two syllables, the final 

monomoraic syllable is associated with two tones, violating ONET/μ. Candidates (d)-(f) 

all satisfy EXT for the first L, but have fatal violations of *RISE, MAXL, OR MAXM. 
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Tableau 13:    ꜜf   m ] ‘Let him whi tle.’ 

 /u/, /fu mu/ 

L, ML 
*RISE MAXL MAXM EXT ONET/μ 

a. 

  

   *  

b. 

 

   **!  

c. 

 

   * *! 

d. 

 

  *! *  

e. 

 

 *!  *  

f. 

 

*!   *  

5.1.4 Mid tone merge 

When either a monosyllabic MH verb or a perfective CV.CV MHL verb is 

preceded by another  , the two  ’  merge.  l ewhere, the H i  deleted. Thi  i  

illustrated in Table 18, repeated below as Table 30, with the verb caa ‘collect honey’. 
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Table 30: Mid-toned monosyllabic verbs with high tone suffix 

 
Gloss Autosegmental representation Phonetic pitch levels 

(a) 

dɛ caa 

M MH 

NEG collect.honey.N 

‘ on’t get honey.’ 
 

[5    6 ] 
dɛ caa 

(b) 

n di caa 

M H MH 

1SG FUT collect.honey.N 

‘I will collect honey.’ 
 

[5  6   5] 
n di caa 

This mid-tone merge phenomenon is motivated by the ranking *RISE, 

MAXM>>MAXH>>ONET/μ>>UNIFM, as illustrated in Tableau 14 below for the sentence 

dɛ caa ‘ on’t collect honey’. To my knowledge, there is no word with a final M and a 

final heavy syllable, so ONET/μ eliminate  candidate  like (b), in which two  ’  are 

associated to a single syllable that precedes the verb. Candidate (c) and (d) fatally violate 

MAX constraints, candidate (e) fatally violates *RISE, and (f) fatally violates *FLOAT. 

UNIFM must be a separate constraint from UNIFH because of their differing rankings with 

respect to the OCP (cf. Tableau 3). 
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Tableau 14:  d  c  ] ‘ on’t collect honey.’  

 /de/,/caa/ 

M1, M2H 
*FLOAT *RISE MAXM MAXH ONET/μ OCP UNIFM 

a. 

  

      * 

b. 

 

    *! *  

c. 

 

   *!  *  

d. 

 

  *!     

e. 

 

 *!    *  

f. 

 

*!     *  

Tableau 15 below shows that when these monosyllabic verbs occur after an H, the 

H of the verb’   uffi  i  deleted, a  in candidate (a). Thi  i  becau e *RISE and MAXM 

outrank MAXH. 
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Tableau 15:  n  d  c  ] ‘I will collect honey.’ 

 /n/, /di/, /caa/ 

M, H, MH 
*RISE MAXM MAXH 

a. 

  

  * 

b. 

 

 *!  

c. 

 

*!   

5.1.5 Trisyllabic verbs 

The rankings discussed above also produce the correct results for tonal patterns on 

CV.CV.CV trisyllabic verbs, the only trisyllabic verbs outside of Class 6 –nɛ verbs, in the 

imperfective and neutral aspects. Further research is needed to provide a full analysis of 

the trisyllabic verbs in the perfective aspect. 

Tableau 16 below shows that H trisyllabic verbs with an L suffix, like the N form 

of m kisi ‘pray’, have a H on the fir t  yllable and an L on the final two  yllable  due to 

high ranking EXT ruling out candidate (c) in which the L is only associated to one 

syllable and ONET/μ ruling out candidate (b) in which the L is associated to all three 

syllables with a contour on the first, light syllable. These same rankings lead to a similar 

configuration for trisyllabic verbs with an ML tone pattern. 
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Tableau 16: [m  k   ] ‘pray.N’ 

 /m kisi/, 

HL 

EXT ONET/μ 

a. 

  

  

b. 

 

 *! 

c. 

 

*!  

Tableau 17 below shows a trisyllabic H verb with an H suffix: p tina ‘bend.N’. 

This tableau establishes the crucial ranking ALIGNR(T,WD) >> ALIGNL(T,WD) since 

candidate (a) wins over (b) so that each tone is as far right as possible without having two 

tones associated to a single syllable. Since UNIFH and *MAXH both outrank the OCP, 

both H’  remain a  ociated and candidate  (c) and (d) lo e; neither H is deleted and they 

are not merged. 
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Tableau 17: [p  t nꜛ ] ‘bend.N’ 

 /p tina/, 

H1H2 
UNIFH MAXH OCP ALIGNR(T,WD) ALIGNL(T,WD) 

a. 

  

  * * ** 

b. 

 

  * **! * 

c. 

 

 *!    

d. 

 

*!     

Similarly, for a trisyllabic M verb with H suffix like bɛkidi ‘open.I F’, a   hown 

below in Tableau 18,  the ranking ALIGNR(T,WD) >> ALIGNL(T,WD)causes candidate (a) 

to win over (b) so that the M is associated to the first two syllables and the H is 

associated to the final syllable. Candidates (c) and (d) have fatal violations of the high-

ranking MAX constraints. 
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Tableau 18: [bɛ k d ] ‘open.I F’ 

 /bɛkidi/, 

MH 
MAXM MAXH ALIGNR(T,WD) ALIGNL(T,WD) 

a. 

  

  * ** 

b. 

 

  **! * 

c. 

 

 *!   

d. 

 

*!    

This concludes the Optimality Theory analysis of Mbelime verbal tone. 

The rankings discussed above can be summarized by the following Hasse diagram 

in which arrows represent crucial rankings. The arrows point from the higher-

ranked constraint to the lower-ranked one, so that the highest ranked constraints 

occur at the top of the diagram. 
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Figure 5: Hasse diagram of constraint rankings for Mbelime tone 
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6. Conclusion 

This thesis gives the most thorough description of Mbelime verbal morphology 

and tonology to date. Some of the biggest problems that remain are the L verbs that are 

pronounced with an initial ML contour and the CV.CV verbs in the neutral aspect. 

However, the analysis outlined here does have several important results. First, it provides 

documentation of a three tone language that has both upstep and downstep. Second, this 

unique combination of tonal characteristics provides potentially helpful data for the 

theory of tone features since the characteristics of the Mid tone are different from Mid 

tones in other, better studied languages. However, this data presents evidence that 

modifications are needed for RTT to be a universally successful model of tone. Finally, 

the unique tonal association patterns give new evidence for several lesser-known 

constraints in Optimality Theory such as EXTEND and *LHL. 
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Appendix 1 

Mbelime phonemes and orthography 

The following tables show Mbelime phonemes based on Hammond and Hamilton 

(1997). Where their orthographic proposals differ from standard IPA symbols, the 

orthographic symbol is shown in bold print. 

Table 31: Mbelime consonantal phonemes 

  
labial alveolar 

(alveo-) 

palatal 
velar 

labio 

-velar 
glottal 

stops: voiceless p t  t t ʃ c
29

 k k p kp
30

  

 voiced b ɖ d     

nasals  m n     

fricatives  f s    h 

glides  w  j y    

Table 32: Mbelime oral vowel phonemes 

 front  

unrounded 
central 

back  

rounded 

close i  u 

mid-close e  o 

mid-open ɛ    

open  a  

Table 33: Mbelime nasal vowel phonemes 

 front  

unrounded 
central 

back  

rounded 

close        

mid-open ɛ ɛ        

open   a   

                                                 
29

 Thi  phoneme i  de cribed a  an  occlu ive palatale  ourde”, a ‘voicele   palatal  top’ by 

Hamilton and Harris (1997:5), but I analyze it as a voiceless alveo-palatal affricate. 
30

As Hamilton and Harris (1997: 5) note, this phoneme is often pronounced as [k
w
]; the two 

pronunciations are in free variation. 
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In the orthography, the nasalized vowels are marked with the nasalization symbol 

underneath the vowel so that tone can be marked with diacritics above the vowel. 

Hammond and Hamilton propose marking tone using the following diacritics: high tone 

  , mid tone   . They propose leaving low tone unmarked. They make no distinction 

between underlying phonemic tone and surface tone. Since no thorough tone study has 

been done to this point, all of the existing literature seems to mark only the surface tone. 
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